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Abstract 

Alice Munro's 1990 collection of shon stories, Fnend of My Youth, belongs to an 

emerging sub-genre known as Southern Ontario Gothic. To date, Munro's cntics have 

concentrated on her episternoIogical challenges and on the f o m l  quaiities of her work; most 

criticisrnexplores short stories taken fiorna variety of collections or Lives of Girls and Women. 

Little in the way of a comprehensive study of any one coliection is avaiiable, and no critic has 

devoted more thana few pages to heruse of Gothic conventions. Munro alludes to the Gothic in 

her fit  collection, Dance of the Happy Shades (19681, where the narrator ofb6The Peace of 

Utrecht" mentions a ''Gothic Mother." By FriendofMv Y O U I ~ ,  more thanjus mothers are Gothic. 

Eachofthe seven Southem Ontario stories examines dark psychological states, and each features 

ambiguous villaius and an irresolute ending reflecting the protagonist's obscured sense ofreatity. 

Repression, hysteria, paranoia, humiliation, and shame contiuualiy r e t .  our attention to fear. 

protagonists fear speakiog honestly in oppressive intimate relationships, they fear persecution by 

corformist townspeople, and they ofien fear thermelves. Munro uses recognizably Gothic 

conventions, but the aspect ofthe Gothic that is most relevant to these aones is its tendencyto put 

in question whether the terrors and disturbances that it trades in are predominantly objective or 

subjective, real or imagined. This ambiguity d e s  S outhem Ontario unnewing for readers and 

characters alike, 
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Introduction 

There is a reality tbat realism can ooly capture-paradoxicaily-by 
means of an impression of ghostliness; as a result of this 
ghostliness we are led into a more direct and more homwng 
knowledge of ourselves. (George Haggerty 168) 

. . . we experience the reading of Gothic as a bitter and 
exhiiarating confirmation that the worst we have ahways suspected 
is nght around us . . . . (David Punter 2 12) 

In a 1973 inteMew with Graeme Gibson, Alice Munro commented, 'Tm very, very 

excited about what you might cal1 the surface of Me.. . . things about people, the way they look, 

the waythey sound, the way things smell, the way everything is that you go through everyday" 

(241). Though few would dispute that Munro's literary success originates in her ability to capture 

the essence O feveryday people, places, and events, and though cntics consider her among the best 

short-storywriters ofber genadton for her reaiist writing, ushg oniy the term'teahn" to descnbe 

Munro's fiction is pro blemtic. B harati Mukherjee describes Munro 's fiction as having "deepened 

the channel of realisd' (3 1). John Moss has called Munro 's fiction cchyper-reaiism or super- 

realism' (2 15). Joan Coldweil suggests that Munro "pushes her fiction beyond realism" (778). 

Ajay Heble observes that "the world whichMunro constructs is not as transparent as it mayat h t  

appear . . . . Ordinary objects in Munro's world can, at my moment, become sinister or 

threatening" (4). Clearly, there is more to Munro's realist writing than nrst meets the eye.l In 

claiming to be fiiscinated with the d a c e s  of everyday We, she is telling oniy haifthe story. 

Munro's themes ofdread, repression, madness, and deatkornbinedwith herplot devices 

1 
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iike dreams, diaries, and letterscoiiectively add a dimension that is best descnied as Gothic. This 

is phcularly mie O fher 1990 collection of short stories, Friend O f M-v Yuuth, in w hich Gothic 

themes and devices occur with a frequency and an intensity not found in her previous work. 

F&nd ufMj Youth belongs to an emerging sub-genre of titerature known as Southern Ontario 

Gothic. Within the "everyday" life o f s d  Ontario towns k e  Waliey and Logan, Munro discovers 

and explores terrors; she demonstrates in eacb ofthe seven Southem Ontario stories "the evil we 

can run up against in cornmunities and families" (Muoro,"What 1s Real?' 226). The Gothic 

dimension ofMunro's reatismis unsetthg; it reriiinds us, to r e m  to Punter, that the worst is tmiy 

'Lright around us" (2 12). 

The strongest support for a Southern 0ntan.o Gothic reading of Frfend of MY Youth 

cornes fiomMunro: "the part ofthe countxy [ corne fromis absolutely Gothic. You can't get it dI 

dom" (Giison 248). Accordhg to ndiko de Papp Carrington, Munro observes, in an unpubiished 

story, that "'life is very circumscnied and then occasio naiiy somet hinwei l ,  Go thic-will happen 

. . . . sornething very black, very homble"' (34). Margaret Atwood was among the tirst critics to 

ident@Gothic ~sands in Munro's fiction, commenthg io 1972 that Murno was creating "a stylized 

world of Gothic grotesques" (Sm'vaI 193). In 'The Peace O fUtrecht" in Dance of the Happy 

Shades(1968), Munro refers to ccourGothicMothery with the cold appallingmask ofthe Shaking 

Palsy laid across her features . . . eyes dead and burning, fked inward on herser' (Dance 202). 

Her "Gothic Mother" marks Munro's entry into chilling temtory. 

Asurvey O fier earlier fiction demonstrates MUKO 'S fascination with the dark depths of 

human nature: Myra and ~~m "Day ofthe Butterfiy" are "like chikiren in a medieval painting, 
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they were like smaU figures carved ofwood, for worship or magic, with faces smooth and aged, 

and meekly, cryptically uncommunicative" (Dance 102). Aunt Lena in "The Ottawa Valley7' is 

"stiffall the tirne with what I now recognize as terror" and beats her childrenbYor fear theywould 

grow up to be Iazy, or liars, or clumsy people w ho broke things" (Something 233). Herb Abboa 

in 'The Turkey Season" deals in carcasses and looks "like pictures of the Devil"(Mwns 72). 

Violet in "AQueer Sneak" conffonts what she believes to be an animated portrait that rnakes her 

feelencompassed by "a smooth, dark wave ofunbearable sweetness and sorrow" (Progress 209). 

Violet's ambivalence recalls the paradoxicai Gothic formula of "'dreadful pleasure, ' t hat pleasure 

which is felt when rneddling with components of Iife which are outside the pale of 'civilised 

discourse"' (Punter 190). Many ofMunro's protagonists expenence dreadfulpleasure, unnatuml 

silence, shame, and humiliation; in the Southern Ontario stories in F&ndofMv Youth, allofthem 

expenence terror. Leslie Fiedler observes that there is a place "where pictures do in fact bleed, 

ghoas gibber and shriek, maidens run forever through mysterious landscapes fiomnarneless foes; 

that place is, of course, the world of dreams and of the repressed guilts and fears t hat motivate 

themy' (139). Whether dreaming orjust irnagining what might happen in the course ofeveiyday Me, 

Munro's characters are t o m t e d  by guilt and feu. Their attempts at repression have h o m g  

consequences. 

Paradoxes such as Vioiet 's draw attention to the skill with w hich Munro blends elements 

of Gothic and realist îiteratures. Under the surfaces ofher detailed and realistic descriptions of 

everydaypeople and places ludcdark forces that penetrate those surfaces at the moa inopportune 

times. Fiedler suggests that Nathaniel Hawthorne's Gothic fiction offers a "choice of many 



readings: magical mechanical, psychologicai; andeven dows us not to make a choice at ail, but 

k e  him to endure themaiI, to emerge fiom his story not with some assured uisight hto the causes 

ofbuman depravity but oniy with a confïrmed sense O ft he ambiguity oflife" ( 13 8). One need read 

only "Young Goodman Brown" or "Ethan Brand7' to appreciate t h ~ t  Hawthorne's horror begins 

wah revelations that everyday things iike relationships, work, religion, and the landscape we occupy 

c m ,  in an instant, assume rnenacing proportions. Munro shares Hawthorne7 s gift of producing 

multiple meanings and his abitity to break through the d a c e s  ofeveryday life and unearth its eerie 

core. 'The demonic is no nr jh ,  no superstition," says Francis Russell Hart, "but a reaiity in human 

character or relationship, a novelistic reality" (94). Humanity's demonic nature is central to 

M w o  's realist pomayal of srnall-tom Southem Ontario. 

Though FriendofMy Yorirh does not direct lyresemble the "Gothic Romance" as invented 

by Horace Walpole, Am Radcliffe, and others, M w o  does rely on many of its conventions to 

e licit similar reactions of fear and anxiety fiomprotagonist and reader alike. Jacqueline Howard 

offers a usefùl catitalogue of Gothic features: 

. . . the setting of a remote castle, monastery, or gloorny house 
with its confinuig crypts, vauits, and underground passage-ways 
. . . particular character types such as the persecuted heroine, 
tyrannical parent, villainous monk, Faustian over-reacher, or 
vampire-iike apparition . . . plot devices such as dreams, 
mysterious portents, animated portraits or statues, magic i.nirrors, 
and the like . . . . narrative techniques such as ftamed and 
embedded stones, letters, dianes, or broken-off manuscripts, 
which d o w  forgotteninfoanationor secrets fiomthe ps t  to re- 
surface disnirbingly in the present . . . (13) 

Ofcourse, as Haggertynotes, "The rneasure of Gothic success lies not in any objective inventory 
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of props and devices . . . but in the power of emotion generated" (1 68). Munro's fiction 

satisfies both quantitative and qualitative Gothic critena. Eugenia DeLamotte argues that 

"The Gothic place apart, with its 'oneiric' atmosphere, may be a remote castle, but it may 

also be everyday reality as experienced by the mind obsessed" ( 1 8). Munro presents ordinary 

life as an alien world by juxtaposing the familiar with the unfamiliar and the known with the 

hidden in ways similar to her Gothic predecessors. 

Freud's notion of ''die uncanny" c m  broaden our appreciation of Munro's use of 

Gothic conventions by helping to explain how she transforms 'kveryday" moments into those 

of terror. Munro's use of doubles, irony. and paradox so occupy her fiction that W.R. Martin 

and others have devoted hundreds of pages to exploring them.' Martin sees Munro's work 

as a ~ o m p l e x  counterpointing of opposed truths" in which "she makes the strange familia? 

(44). Munro can make the strange farniliar but also makes the familiar strange: paradox is 

uncanny-it provokes uncenainty and threatens order-but it occurs frequently in everyday 

life. Freud says the uncanny "belongs to al1 that is temble--to ail that arouses dread and 

creeping horror . . . . everything is u n c m y  that ought to have remained hidden and secret, 

and yet cornes to light" ( T h e  Uncanny" 76-77). He also says that an uncanny effect '5s often 

and easily produced by effacing the distinction between imagination and reality, such as 

when something that we have hitherto regarded as imaginary appears before us in reality" 

(85). In short, we experience the uncanny when we confiont sornething temble or of 

uncertain status; in Munro's Southern Ontario, there is little distinction between the two. 

Frequently, her characters become unable to determine what is reai in their everyday 

situations. and they are consumed by fearfùl thoughts and imagine the worst until they can 
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rationaiize or repress what horrifies them Fragmented relatiooships and oppressive social 

conventions encourage the repression. Freud's notion of the uncarmy explains the diaiectical 

responses offeeling cornfortableand feeling disturbed which haunt Munro's readers as much as 

her protagonists. 

in themost important ofhis explmations ofthe uncanny, Freud distinguishes house from 

home. He remarks that "the unheimlich is what was once heimlich, home-like, fm-Iiw, the prek 

'un' is the token ofrepression" (86)(Freud suggeas on p. 76 that 'unheimlich' in German means 

any or a 1  of the unfamiliar, the unknown, or not belooging to the home). [n suggesting that the 

unheimlich is what was once heimlich, Freuddraws attention to a sense of loss associated with 

crossing the threshold between feeling cornfortable, or at home, and feeling alienated. Munro 

consistently distinguishes between living in a house and feeiing at home in Friend ofM-v Youth- 

Margot, in "Wigtime," for instance, feels strange '?O be ina famiypiace yet not part ofanytamiy" 

(266). Like Margot, protagonists elsewhere rarely feel at home, even though they have W y  

connections and appear to live routine lives. Sometimes, the discomfort they experience in what 

should be faniilar surroundings is enhanced by self-deception; theyrepress tniths about how they 

feeland in so doing fùrther destabilize already splintered relationships. Throughout Friend ofMv 

Youth. Punter's observationremains usefik "It is ourrepressions that kilius, because they conjure 

up forces which are far stronger than our firagiie conventionality can withstand (1 9 1). Whether 

killed literally or metaphoncaily, Munro ' s charact ers f d  victim to uncanny conventional forces m 

their Southern Ontario environment, where the fami?iar becomes unfamiliar and home becomes a 

mere dwehg  place. 
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Munro's repeated emphasis on the guilt associated with deception adds to the uncanny 

atmosphere o f m y  ofthe stones, because guilt comp iicates a protagonist's ability to confiont 

fears rationaiiy. The overwhelming number of dark secrets, lies, and betrayafs in FnéndofMy 

Youth suggests that no protagonist is satisfied with the quality or direction ofher We. For Munro's 

characters, deception and guilt cause the mind to become Eagmented. hinter rerriinds us that "the 

riven and the tortured [mind] has been with Gothic since its beginnings . . ." (1 90). Eve Kosofsky 

Sedgwick suggests that the typical ~othic  irotagonist is haunted by a "barrier of~ns~eakableness 

that again and again prevents the revelation O ftruth . . . an interpersonai bmier where no bmier 

ought to be" (17). Munro's characters often fail to find the voice necessary to alleviate their 

emotional and psychic separateness, and their betrayals and lies sipifi the unnatural silences 

plaguing their everyday domestic lives. 

Howard suggests that each culture can have its own Gothic literature based on its own 

normstuid on its -eties about breaking them. She remarks that "Gothic fiction, like any other 

genre, carries m c h  that is culturally specificideoIogîcai, aesthetic, and iiterary n o m  which are 

received and interpreted or 'rewritten' by readers on the basis oftheir own interests, their own 

culturai and institutionai, as weii as personal history" ( 15). When Rasporich notes that Munro's 

'Wawanash County, and its sister places, unfold, iike Faulkner's countryofthe Americansouth, 

accniing their ownmythic realities"(1 Sa), she recognkes the peculiaity ofMunro's Southem 

Ontario domain. Southeni Ontario Gothic has at its core the ''fiaion O fold and new" which, Madc 

Busby observes, %as been a part of the gothic tradition since its beguining" (85). Munro, in 

Friend of My Youth, makes continual use of contrasts and overiaps between oid and new to 
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reveai the destructive potential of change. Like Munro, Canadians writing from and about 

Southern Ontario-Susanna Moodie, John Richardson, Graeme Gibson, and Jane Urquhart, to 

name a few from past to present-have combined traditional European Gothic with Canadian 

images of 'domest ic i ty  and coniiontations with harsh and lovely landscapes to help create "our 

own" Gothic fiction? Timothy Fidey argues ofthe region's iiterature, hciuding some ofhis own, 

"sure it's Southern Gothic: Southem Onta~io Gothic. And that exists" (Gïbson 138). 

At the forefront ofthe investigation of Southem Ontario Gothic is Michael Hurley. Hurley 

draws chiefly on kb Richardson's fiction but also refers to many O f t  he region's writers, inciuding 

Munro. He observes that Marian Engel depicts smaii-town Southem Ontario as "strongly 

puritanical, moraiistic andjudgmentai," that James Reaney descnies the region's "'dourness' and 

the stony 'Calvinkt heart'" of many of its inhabitants, and that Robertson Davies sardonically 

portrays Deptford's Scots Presbyteriaos as those ' t h o  consider themselves the guardians of t he 

town's respectabiiity, exemplars of 'common sense, prudence, and nght opinions of virtuafly 

everythiug"'(173-6). Established religion and SIMU-town social conventions provide hostile 

environrnents for these writers as for Munro, and Huriey points to "the sense ofentrapment in an 

antiquated, decaying social order" that plagues many Southem Ontario heroes and herokes (1 60). 

Like others withroots m the region, Munro's heromes ahntays seemto be fending off '"Souwesto' 

guiit, denhi, repression, and obsession with duty" (1 79). Chapter Two ofthis study will explore 

Mythe Southeni Ontario settings in F-iendofMy Youth ; for now, it is suEcient to recall Hmley's 

comment that ''in her Histuv of Onrario, Margaret Avison speaks of that 'very eerie feeling' 

which this region has inspired in its setîlers" (1 57). There is no shortage ofGothic ingredients in 



Southern Ontario. 

Munro's use ofshifting perspectives contributes to her Gothic Realism in Friendof 

!bfy Youth by irnpairing Our ability to distinguish between real and imagined events and 

kelings in the narrative. Munro allows her protagonists to intluence the narrative describing 

their lives. and when their point of view dominates. Our ability to determine what "really" 

happens to them becomes lirnited. John Orange O bsemes that many oCMunro's stones "have 

a mysterious. cryptic quality to them. The reader experiences a disquieting sense that 

meaning is hidden, blurred. even obscured because of the way the story is told" (89). Susan 

Wolstenholme observes that a blurred narrative effect is integral to Gothic: "perspective is 

diffused through different 'eyes'-the narrator's own and those of various characters-and thus 

offers various vantage points to the nmating voice. dimise, de-centered. moving" (1 1). 

Munro's narrative technique accomplishes precisely the same effect. Julia Van Gunsteren's 

reference to G. Genette's distinction between narrator and g-focalizei'--between who speaks 

and who sees in narrative (96)-is useful for analysing this sqlistic similarity between Friend 

of ho Yoilth and the Gothic: 

The nmator often records what is perceived by one of the 
characters. Following G. Genette, this e.xtra mediation may 
be caiied 'focdization." A person is capable of both seeing 
and speaking at the same t h e  and he is also capable of 
narrating what another peson sees, hears, feels, or has seen, 
etc. Thus, seeing and speaking, focalization and narration, 
may, but need not be attributed to the same peeon. In 
principle, focalization and narration are two distinct activities. 
If a narrator records not what he sees himself., but what is 
perceived by the character (focalizer), the effect is a 
distancing, a supposed O bjec tivity. (94) 

Focalization offers a character's perception of events and is deceptively objective. in 



this collection, seemingly objective narrative accounts are thrown into question by t e m  lke 

'brobably?' and "maybe" and phrases including "you'd [sic] think" (49), "so their mother said" 

(180), 'St seemed" (188)' or "ofcourse" (272). Such t e m  and phrases signiw that a character's 

ernotions and attitudes will begin to influence the narrative. 

Focalization aliows the reader to both read about and feel the "pleasurable fear," 

'harneless dread," 'tmatural silence," and guilt, repression, and hysteria that Munro's Gothic 

protagonists suffer. Since focalization is essentiaiiy narration through the eyes ofa character-the 

story told fiomthe "insîde out," so to speak-and siuce Munro's characters are perpetualiy haunted 

by fear, we are Liinited to an account ofrealitythat is blurred by intense emotion. Further, Munro's 

subtle transitions to focaiization make it diacult to determine wheo the narrative stops being 

objective. The foUowing selection from "Five Points" illustrates focalization: 

'ïhere are aiways a few bad moments after Brenda turns offthe 
highwaq.-where she has some excuse to be driving, should anyone 
sec her-and onto the side road. The van is noticeable, 
unmr'l;takable. But once she has taken the plunge, dnving where 
she shouldn't be, she feels stronger. When she hims onto the 
dead-end swamp road, there's no excuse possible. Spotted here, 
she's finished.. . . There was goldenrodand miheed,  with the 
pods burst open, and dangling bunches ofbright, poisonous nuit, 
and wiId grapevine flung over evaything, even creeping ont0 the 
road. And finailyshe was in, she was into the tunneioftrees. 
Cedar, hedock, fàrther back in the wetter ground the wispy- 
looking tamarack, lots of so ft maples with leaves sp otty yellow 
and brown . . . . she can't see any water, just choking, yeiiowy 
mess and nettles, sucking at dry m d .  (3 5 )  

By using focalization, Munro demands that we pay attention to how narrators tell stones; here, the 

narration is blurred byBrenda9s guiityperspedve The side road leading to Neil's trader seems 
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ominous-as suggested by the ternis "poisonous," "hemlock," "creeping," and '%hoking''- 

because Brenda is aware tbat she about to sexually betray her husband. This passage is the 

narrator's, but it is Brenda's point of view. Focalization adds a deeper level to Munro's 

episternological quenes; we do not know if the yellowy cress and netîles are really "sucking 

at dry mud" or if they are just "there." By obscuring the line b e ~ e e n  reality and 

imagination, Munro places both reader and protagonist on unstable ground. 

In Friend ofMy Youth, settings Iike castles and monasteries and villains like spectres 

and vampires are not needed to achieve temfjmg Gothic ends. Munro's everyday Southern 

Ontario world is chilling enough without exotic and supernatural trappings, and her everyday 

characters have their own twentieth-cenniry sources of anxiety. Intense fear has remained 

at the core of the Gothic protagonist's predicament for two centuries, and it persists here with 

threatened humiliation, paranoia, hystetia, madness, and death. ColIectively, these dark 

forces hover over Munro's smail towns and we-like her protagonists-find ourseives 

bothered less by ghosts than by confrontations with the more horri%ng aspects of domestic 

life. The "real" world in Friend of My Youth is divided into surfaces and depths, and what 

seems stable on the d a c e  is revealed as illusory. Munro's Southern Ontario contains a 

disturbing underworld where homes and houses are no t the same, where relationships are 

hgmented by deceptions and betrayak, and where what "really" happens is impossible to 

how.  Because her use of the Gothic dows  Munro to show ordinary Iives rooted in dread 

and terror, she challenges us to puestion the ordinariness of our own Lives. 
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orich, George Woodcock, John Moss and others see Munro's writing as 
similar to the "magic realist" art movement. See Woodcock 132-46. 

2. See aiso Rasporich. MacKendnck. and Miller. 

3. J'mes Reaney regards Richardson as the "father figure" of Canadian Gothic litennire and 
suggests that the novel could "give audiences there [in Southwestern Ontario] a much needed 
sense of their past, particularly the deep, primitive. heroic, archaic, aboriginal past" (541). 
Other Southern Ontario Gothic titles include Moodie7s Rortghing it in The Bush, Gibson's 
Perpetucil Motion and Urquhart's A i v q .  The reference to "harsh and lovely landscapes" is 
linked to Tom Marshall's study of Canadian pets.  Hnrsh and Lovely Lund. 

4. It is no coincidence that Heble uses "deceptive objectiviy" repeatedly in his analysis of 
Friend of Adj Yourh. See HebIe Chapter 7. 



Chapter 1 - Southern Ontario Gothic Friends 

''Friend of My Youth" 

Set in an ordinary house in Washington, D.C., not in a Gothic 
castle in an exotic land, the narrative is nevertheless pervasively 
colored by the emotional and rnetaphorical excesses ofa Gothic 
novel, dominated by the violent ernotional forces that seethe 
beneath ordinary events. It penetrates the surfaces of persona1 
sentiment and social pretense to expose secret cruelties of family 
life. (Joan Lidoff 1 1 1) 

Though Lidoffrefers not to Fnènd ofMy Yowh but to Chrisfina Stead's nie Man Who 

Loveci Children. Munro and S tead clearly share an interest in exploring ominous elernents of 

ordinary life. Lidoff argues that Stead develops a "Domestic Gothic" which "operates in the 

context of nineteenth-centuryrealisd' ( 1 1 1). Munro's Southem Ontario Gothic is likewise an 

entenaining blendofdomesticity,realisrn, and theGothic. In the openingstory inFhéndofMv 

Youth. dark elements of Southem Ontano overiap with Munro ' s realist art to set the tempo for the 

entire coiiection. Gothic motifs of feu, g d t ,  repression, and physical and psychologîcai confinement 

combine with devices like dreams, photographs, and letters to unveil the darkness in Flora's 

evexyday Southem Ontario world and the darkness residing in the unnamed nrst-person narrat or' s 

rnind. 

Munro also uses death and history to fiame "Friend of My Youth." Karen Smythe 

correctiy notes that "Mmo's characters consistentlyconfront the signincance ofdeath. . . . death 

is not merely a thematic strain in Munro; death (whether figurative or literal) is her point of 

depamire" (1 12). The narrator's mother's deathand Eiiie's death remind us that death is part of 

13 
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a reaiq more comfortably ignored; the mention ofdeath or inipendimg death occurs within the first 

few paragraphs ofevay story, suggesting that Munro would have it unite the coUection under an 

umbrella of darkness. History aiso functions as a subject in t his and many O t her stories in Fnend 

ofMy Youth: first, in that the typical protagonist has a compeiiing desire to unearth information 

about her past in order to try to bener understand the present; second, in that towns are often 

divided between adhering to traditions or breaking fromthem What Mumo's protagonist finds 

while looking into the past and while living in a town plagued by past-present conflicts &es her 

cringe; her discoveries a lma  always include a revelation ofa part ofthe selfpreviousIy denied and 

that rnïght have been better Ieft hidden. Here, the namitor seem to experience ber re-tehg of 

Flora's Life with more anxiety than did the Rora who üved it, suggesting that fear and anxiety cm 

obscure interpretations ofreality evenwhen that reality belongs to somebody else. The narrator 

cannot recouat Rora's stotywithout beconimg terr5ed by intruding memones ofher dying mother; 

her attempts to recount the past prove h o m g .  

EUieYs hallucinations and the narrator's altemathg dreams are but two examples ofhow 

Munro prompts us, as readers, to observe tedjrhg versions ofreaiity as experienced by those 

suffeniig angst. Neither Eilie nor the aarrator cm prevent irrational thoughts (brought on by fear 

and repression) ftorngoveming theirminds and fkomcontrohg what they perceive as "real." In 

watching themendure distress, the reader cm also question how he or she creates meaning £tom 

everyday events and reiationships t O construct mchidualvasions ofreaiity. By o & ~ g  people and 

places that seem ordmary or "reai," and by obscinmg the concepts "ordinary" and 'teal" bypairing 

them with the ethereai and ghastly, Munro questions the apparent ordinariness of me. 
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Multiple stories and missing pieces of stories also contribute to the blurring of the üne 

between reality and imagination. The narrator is telling a story about a story that she was once told, 

and details of c'tnith" are sketc hy at best. That Munro, like Hawthorne, gives the c hoice O fmany 

readings suggests a meta-fictional dimem'on to Munro's Got hic reai is  In "Friend ofMy Youth," 

there is the central story ofFlora, as once created and passed dong by the narrator's mother to 

the narrator, this story is, in turn, re-created and relayed to the reader by the narrator. There is no 

complete story about EUie and Robert's sexualrelatiooship, however, other than that supposed by 

the narrator, and her insights cm be questioned because ofher inability to tell an objective tale. 

The story ofthe narrator's mother's role in the Rora-EUie-Robert triangle is incoqlete, Robert's 

story remains untold, and this is to Say nothing of the incompieteness O Murse Atkinson' s story. 

The most intriguing story-and one that also remainsunresolvecCis the story about the narrator's 

relationshîp with her own mother. "Fnend of My Youth" opens with the umamed aanator's 

account of dreams offeeling guilty about herrnother's death, and though her drearns are prompted 

by herreview ofher mother's letiers, we never gain access to them What is real or unreal, mte 

or untrue in any ofthese fictions remains unknown. EugeniaDeLamotte's observation ofthe Gothic 

app lies here: "Clear borderlines of things shift and blur . . . . the physical and metaphorical 

boundaries that one ordinar@ depends upon proveunstable, ehisive, ineffective, nonexistent'' (22)). 

Here, one shadowy border-that dividing realis.fiomimagination-draws attention both to how 

stories get told and to who is doing the telling. 

The fint of the two central stories, that of Flora's betrayai by Ellie and Robert and her 

rehictance to seek Wornfioman emotionaUyand se- sti8mg world, motivates the narrator' s 
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reflections on herrelatiooship with and the death ofher rnother, which can be seen as the second 

central story. As the m t o r  recalls the details ofFiora's story, she interprets, assimilates, and 

reshapes them to satis* her own desires. She also uses Flora's story as a means of trying to 

mediate her own anxieties, those which appear to originate not frornher mother's death but t o m  

her recoll ection of it. In the process of mergiag Flora7s story with that of her own life, and of 

modifymg Flora's story to suit her desires, the narrator creates the potential for newer versions of 

Florays story. Truth and reality become fnghteningly fictional as a result, and when we consider 

that ''people knew of Bora's story] in various versions" ('%riend" 7), what becomes bizarre is that 

we, like those telling and re-tehg Flora's strange story, may never know what either truth or 

reality is. 

Flora and Ellie, with the appropriate last name Gneves, share the samegeographic roots 

as the narrator's mother, and their shared geography reflects dark inner aates. Ail live in the 

Ottawa Valiey, a locale "distinguished fiornany other place on earth" (4). Magdalene Redekop 

describes the Ottawa Valley in this story as "a place with almost supematural qualities" and 

observes that here, 'Guilt may be seff-indulgent but it is also inescapabte. . ." (2 10- 1 1). In the 

Valley, where "houses tum black," we find a "scrambled, disarranged son ofcounûywith no easy 

harmony about it" ('Riend" 4-5). The house that Flora and Ellie occupy is "divided in an 

unexpected way" (5) that is symbotic onthree leveis. The f*, that t is divided, 'Lofcourse, in the 

expectation that Robert and Ellie would have a family" (S), suggests that cultural and religious 

traditions have been part ofthe Grieves' fârdy histoly; the "of coursey' also suggeas commn.ity 

n o m  pressuring individuais to comply. To breach convention bynot havÏugchildrenwould be 
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to risk humiliation and psychological persecution, because the smali-tom atmosphere Munro 

creates is intolerant and judgrnental. 

Townspeople in Munro's Southem Ontario persistently imagine the worst ofthose they 

deem d.erent. Here, the Grieves sisters are seen as Wery backward" (5) and Flora's Living with 

Robert out O fwedlock as "being scandalous, or looking scandalous" ( 10). [ronicaly, it is indecd 

the breakkg ofa sema1 taboo that leads to the greatest anxieties for Flora and Ellie, but it is not 

broken bythe couple whom the town suspects. David Punter defines taboos as "areas of socio- 

psychological Me which offend, which are suppressed, which are generaiiy swept under the carpet 

in the interests ofsocial and psychologicaiequilibrium," and he views the breakiag ofthemas one 

ofthe key "aspects ofthe t e m g  to which Gothic constantly, and hauntedly, rems"  (1 84). Ali 

ofthe Southern Ontario stones in Fnend of My Youth address broken taboos. Here, Ellie and 

Robert's prenm5ta.l sexis one breach of taboo, and Ellie's having "stolen" Robert fiomFlora 

s i m e s  another. Considering the stemness ofthe Cameronian fàith and the town's fear ofdeviants, 

it is aot surprishg to witness Eiiie's degeneration into h o m g  madness and the Divine 

"punis hment " underlying it . 

On the second levei, the division ofthe house symbolizes the fragmentation ofa sisteriy 

bond The home-or house, rather-has a steriie bbsiIence and sickroomatmosphere" where the 

"cleanliness was devastatïng" (6-7). It is a place where punty abounds on the surface, ar~Gdst 

illusions ofpiety, but where dark deedsEIiie and Robert's betrayal of Flora and Flora's silent 

vengeancwxeep through firomorainous depths to destroyfâmîhi stability and mbvert any notion 

of place as home. What is on one hand a pure h o u s d t a i n e d  by a Flora descnbed as 
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"possessed" (7) with the need to clean-is on the other a dirty "black board house with its 

paralytic Sundays and coal-oil larnps and primitive notions" (5). Dirt may be syrnbolic of 

Ellie's uncleanliness, or it may be extended to include the psychological filth of others. 

including Robert. Flora. and the whole t om.  Arnbiguous, dysfunctional. divided, and 

Gothic. the Grieves' house reîlects those who occupy it. Neither it. nor they. are capable of 

sustaining a "live child" (6),  and the only growth that occurs there is Ellie's tumour. That 

it is cancerous and eventually kills her speaks volumes about the role of environment in 

'-Friend of My Youth," for the house ensures imprisonment, decay, and death. (Ellie's deadly 

tumour also provides a link to the second of the two stories in -'Friend of My Youth"--that 

of the narrator's dream relationship with her dead mother). 

The divided house. finally. symbolizes a schism between feeling and speaking that 

divides Flora from Ellie: it is a place that subdues honesty and promotes unnaturd silence. 

The emotioaal consequences of the betrayal are never articulated by those directly involved 

in it--or so we are Ied to believe by the nanator's version of her mother's story. Flora and 

Ellie Grieves are isolated. peculiar. and -te. backward" because they are Cameronians (5). 

They are %e oniy people in the school district who were of that religion,'' and %at fie& 

religion'' (5). like Flora, ninis out to be luncompromising" (26). That it was founded by an 

outlaw involved in sickening violence and seeking isolation korn civilkation has much to 

do with Flora's treatment ofEllie towards the later stage of Ellie's Me. The horri&ing sto ries 

Flora tells Ellie to 'tomfort" her (26) do not sugpst sisterly love or kindness but vengeance. 

The primitive house promotes barbaric emotions that remain shrouded in silence instead of 

being expressed and resolved. 
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Naturally, a church that houses such foilowers has Gothic connections, and it, Like the 

Grieves' home, is empty, transparent, uifertile, and iso lated. Bot h churc h and home are k e  the 

Gothic castle which, Punter observes, "is the retreat of the m*nd tomired by chaos" and the 

"location for the persistence ofprimal fear" (1 22). The church consists ofa "drear building miles 

on the other side oftown, no organ or piano and plain glass in the windows and a doddery old 

niinisterwith his hours-long samon, amanhitting a tuning fork for the singing" ("Friend" 9). Munro 

is able to create the same effect with her Presbyterian Protestantismas Gothic writers iike Monk 

Lewis and A m  Radcliffe did with Cathoiic mnks and monasteries. It is not diffcult to imagine the 

substitution of a pitch-fork for the tuning fork. 

Despite her Presbyterian convictions-which, like the country church nounkhing them, are 

recurriag feanires in Southem Ontario Gothic-Fa is O d e s  in positive t e  Rora stays 

in the house after Eilie's &air with Robert and throughout EUie's illness, so t may seem that she 

is altnustic. Townspeople regard Flora's nursing her dying sister as an act approaching saintiiness: 

"Everybody said that Flora had behaved like a saint"(8). Yet both wornen are descnied as 

sinisterly "dark-haired, dark-eyed women" (7), and Flora's connection seems to be more to the 

decaying house and to the past than to its mhabitants. She is a flower, as her name suggests, but 

one with rotten roots and no living stemorpetais. Nurse Atkinson desmbes Rom as "stuck in the 

olden times" (18). This, and information that after Ellie's death, "Flora's side [of the house] 

remained just as it was" (13, creates an image ofFlora as stagnant, enclosed, and fiozen. She is 

both a product and symbol ofher home. What attracted Robert to Flora is never made clear; we 

only know that Ellie, with her "long skinny body and long pale Etce, was like a copy ofFlora" (9). 
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And so is Flora a copy of Ellie, replete with her own haunting secrets and dark deficiencies. 

Flora does nothing to ease ber sister's emotionai suffenng. In keeping with the malevolent 

God she believes in, she undertalces her own form of vengeance through a silent numiring 

of Ellie's feelings of shame. Ellie degenerates because of an inability to express her remorse 

and guilt. Immediateiy after she discovers her first pregnancy and her affair with Robert 

becomes known, Ellie begins to change corn being "a wild tease . . . a childish girl full of 

lolloping energy" and '"like a colt nuzzling its mother" to "deranged . . . wild . . . howling" 

to, fmally, "rneek now" and "never wild fiom that day on" (9- L O). Madness sets in because 

she is unable to speak honestly in a home plagued by unnaml  silence. 

What never gets answered in the telling of Ellie's story is whether she sought 

forgiveness or whether it was grantehr  could be-either by Flora or by her God. It seems 

unlikely on both accounts, given the nature of Flora's religion. As Ellie becomes a mort- 

vivant, grieving for her sins within the shadowy confines of her monastical dwelling, her 

shame grows so strong that she hallucinates about a demonic "horned cow outside, trying to 

pet into the room and kill hei' (15) (Horned cows reappear in "Menesetemg"). It is not 

surprishg that EUie loses her sanity, for she iives in a community where "not just 

Presbyterians but alrnost everybody else" believes that God '"dealt out punishrnent for huny- 

up rnarrîages" and "rewarded lust with dead babies, idiots, harelips and withered ümbs and 

clubfeet" (1 1). Flora's attempts to "cornfort" Ellie consist of these reminden, of "stories 

about urchins," and of stories fiom "thek monstrous old religion" with its horrify.ig themes 

of ""doom and siîppery redemption" (12). Flora should be able to articulate-but cannot, 

because of her abnormal silencefeelings of anger, resentment, and loss. She instead 
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represses them and relies on an Old Testament God to speak on her behalf. 

Flora7s decision to remah in the house after the betrayal speaks more of economic 

circumstance than of genuine love. Remindful of the Gothic, Flora7s limited domestic 

options and silence connect her to Brenda in "Oh, What AvaiIs" and Murray in "Oranges and 

Apples." Her reluctance to tell Ellie how she feels shows that forgiveness is hard to corne by 

in the Grieves' home, and any idea that Flora is saintly is overshadowed by her strong beliefs 

in "the tomiring, defeating, but for some minds irresistible pileup of interlocking and 

contradictory notions" constituting the Cameronian faith (1 2). These "contradictory notions" 

,ontribute to the uncanny atrnosphere in which Flora thrives-or fails to thrive, rather. She 

is incapable of adapting to life following Ellie's betrayal, collapse, and death; she instead 

remains in the house as though part of the furnitue, part of an uneasy history, part of a faith 

described as a "rernnant," and part of "somethhg that people drove out of their way to see" 

(17). Flora's life is like a morbid accident scene; it is remindful of the disturbing human 

predisposition to confiont the grotesque. As long as it is viewed fkom a distance, the 

grotesque remains fascinating. Up close, it is a different matter. 

Robert Deal deals the sisters a %ad hanci," so to speak, and he thus functions 

conveniently in his role as Gothic v i l l h  a tempter to Ellie and as a cause of Flora's mute 

unhappiness. But he otherwise remains a minor figure in the story. M e r  the betrayal, he 

becomes ambiguous and insignincant ut2 Ellie's death, afier which Flora informs the 

narrator's mother of Robert's marriage to Nurse Atkinson and describes the couple as 

"living in Robert's part of the house" (17). Robert may be the cause of conflict in the story 

about Flora and Ellie, but he is spiritless and powerless. HaWig shed against the flesh, he 
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ends up subordinate to Nurse Atkinson and becomes a marginal figure at his own wedding 

reception, sitting "scrunched hto one of the school desks along the wall" (1 8) like a scolded 

child-alone, indifferent, and alienated. The narntor deems Robert guilty because "he was 

the one who started everything, in secret. He ciiJ il ro Ellie" (23, so it may be that Munro 

would have Robert appear rnetaphorically stripped O fhis manhood-impotent or castnted-as 

punishment for his part in the affair with Ellie. The narrator also admits that "to me the really 

mystenous person in the story, as rny mother told it, was Robert. He never has a word to 

say" (22). Robert's speechlessness is yet another unnatural silence in an already deathly silent 

world. The narator's inability to feel "any decent revulsion or reasonable indignation" (22) 

about Robert and Ellie's semal betrayal, in addition to her confession that she has had her 

own semal fatasies about him. leads nicely into the second of the two main stories in 

~'Friend of My Youth." 

The narrator suffers ambivalence about her mother's death. On one hand, she 

considers each ofher uncanny dreams as "too transparent in its hopefùlness, too easy in its 

torgiveness"(3). She is horr5ed by images of her rnother as "not entirely untouched by the 

paralyshg disease" and as stricken by 'k woeful, impersonal mask" (3-4)). That she also 

admits that lthe details in the dream varier (3) but the surprise of anguish did not suggests 

that she feels shame for having desired distance fiom her dying mother. On the other hand. 

these nightmares of guilt are juxtaposed with day-dreams of reliet she daims to have 

"recovered in waking He what 1 had lost." and she imapinatively apologizes to her dead 

mo ther for entertaining ' a  bugbear in my mind. instead of this reality" (3 -4). No te, ho wever, 

that the narrator says '-l used to dream about my mothei' (3). In claiming to not dream about 
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her anymore, the narrator shows signs of repression; it is confirmed when she "slips" and 

mentions "this" reality instead of "that" reality (the redity of the past) to descnbe her drearns 

(4). Her anguish originates more in recollections of her mother's suffering than in those of 

her death, and the confusion of past and present, of anguish and recovery, and of dreams and 

waking life remains wholly unresolved: has the narrator stopped dreaming about her mother 

because she has corne to terms with her death? Why is she denying us access to truth? Has 

she finished dreaming-and grieving-at all? [n any case, her drearns-whether noctumai or 

in the fom of day-dreams or imaginings--strike her as more temfying than her "real" 

conscious life. 

Our uncertainties about the narrator's true feelings become important in interpreting 

her story, because her re-telling of Flora's story eventually results in her own dream-Iike 

reshaping of it just as she reshapes mernories of her mother. The narrator "grieves" more 

deeply and fiequently than does Flora for Flora's confused Life, and she alters Flora's story 

to satisfy her own desires, ailowing her to momentarily subdue anxieties kindled by 

memones of her mother's final days. Coral A m  Howeils notes, "When we talk about dream 

landscape in Gothic novels we are tallcing about a fictive world whose topography is shaped 

by and is the shape given to emotional responses of uncertainty and threat" (27). Her 

statement applîes perfectly to the narrator. Where the namitor's mother portrays Flora in a 

good light, the narrator's imagined Flora would be "as black as hers was white . . . . A 

Presbyterian witch, reading out of her poisonous book . . . . She shiinks, caves in, her bones 

harden and her joints thicken, and-oh, this is it, this is it, 1 see the bare beauty of the endhg 

I will contrive!-she becomes cnppled herself, with aahntis, hardly able to move" (20-2 1). 
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Conversely, though, a later version of the narrator's drearns offers a Flora Free of sexual 

repression and fiee of the anguish that the narrator imagines "the real Flora" (23) to have had. 

ïüese wo instances of imagination, taken together, blur the distinction between the 

narrator's recollection of her mother and her re-construction of Flora's story; the n m t o r  

cannot think ofFlora without confronting her mother's menacing image. Where Rora's story 

begins and her mother's demise begins and ends becomes obfuscated, and the narrator's 

alternathg good and evil images of Flora sipi@ her guilt and remorse for having failed to 

comfort her dying mother. Further, the nmtor 's imagined sexually-potent Flora might be 

self-reflective: it maysigni@ that the namitor is suffering some sexual repression of her own. 

At every tum, the narrator tries to repress her grief, but it spontaneously spurts forth 

and brings sharne. She persistently fears a threatening and "incontestable cripple-mother 

power" and tries to manage it by opposing her mother's image "in silence" (20). She is 

haunted by guilt: '4 was no comfort and poor Company to her when she had almost nowhere 

else to hun" (20). Fear of becoming the mother is a common theme in Munro as in the 

Gothic works explored by Moers, Fleenor, and others. Here, the narrator has "seen a 

~hotograph of her [rnother], with her pupils" (4) that symbolizes a mother-daughter 

comection. The photograph implies relationships fiozen in t h e  and student-teacher 

relations, and Munro's choice of the terni 'pupils" suggests that the narrator sees the world 

through her mother's eyes. The photograph also symboiizes the past and produces discodort 

for the narrator. Seeing tangible proof of her mother's existence prompts ghostly 

recoilections of her mother's decay. The picture, hally, reminds us of FIora's bizarre 

materna1 relationship with Ellie. Ellie's guilt, Rora's inabMty to forgive her, and the 



madness that results Born their silence suggests that the narrator's future may be frightening 

should she allow herself to continue to be haunted by guilt. 

When the namator's wishful version of Flon's story intenects with that told to her 

by her rnother-during uncanny moments when imagination and reality contlict in the 

narrator's psyche--she is swept back into a s tom of mixed emotions which further obscure 

her reality. She joyfilly drearns that her mother's *'mask, her hte. and most of her affliction" 

was -'taken away." but her dream emotions of being "relieved" and "happy" quickly become 

subverted by those that make her feel Wghtly cheated. Yes. OEended, tricked, cheated by 

this welcome tumaround" (26). Her wish to confiont Flora and 'ïell her that I knew, 1 knew 

her story. though we had never met" is shattered when the guilt she has repressed emerges, 

forcing her to recognize? "Ofcourse it's my mother i'rn thinking of. my mother as she was 

in those drearns, sayinp, It's nothing, just this little tremor: saying with such astonishing 

lighthearted forgiveness. Oh. I knew you'd come someday" (26). As is the case with the two 

sisters. we are never exactly sure of the nature of the relationship between the nanator and 

her mother: her 1 s t  shared feelings, hopes that her drearns have "changed the bitter lump of 

love I have carried ail this tirne into a phantom-something useless and uncalled for, like a 

phantom prepancy'? (26) are less than convincing. Nor do they relieve the empathetic 

sorrow we expenence by assuring us that she will eventually recover fiom her mguish. 

indeed, one of Munro's greatest accomplishments in "Friend OF My Youth" is ber 

ability to elicit empathy. Ln neither of the two ceneral stories are we made pnvy to compiete 

detail. to ail the facts necessary to constmct understanding or midi: we are ody  @ven traces 

and shadows and are never sure what Flow Ellie. the narntor. or her mother really 
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experienced. The phantom truths we confiont, and those haunting the narrator, have 

something in common: as is often the case with tiiings that challenge rationality, Munro's 

ghosts frequently reappear in modified versions and at the most inoppomuie times. But they 

are never "useless or uncalled for." because they both entertain and haunt us. And they 

continue to do so throughout Friend ofMy Yozith. 



Chapter II - Funereal Landscapes 

wunro's] ordinary scene is startlingly disrupted by the presence 
ofsornething strangely out ofplace in the contes. The texture of 
reakty . . . includes the unexpected, the irrational, the grotesque. 
Absurdity and horror are never fàr below the deceptively calrn 
surface of everyday tife . . . . The recognition that life is entirely 
resistant to rationakation is inevitably shockiog and fiightening. 
(Linda Lamont-Stewart 1 14) 

Oh weU Wuthering Heights was the BIG influence. . . . things in 
Wuthering Heights delighted me, not the romanticism but the 
things that she did about the famq the house, the fields.. . . It was 
the way 1 could visualize everythinehe way I was redy living in 
that house. (Aiice Munro in Horwood inte~.ew 124) 

Munro's fàscination withpiace in Wuthering Heights is reflected in her own treatment of 

landscape in Friend ofMv Youth; as in the title story, however, Munro's everyday surfaces are 

only c'deceptively calm" and quickly become overshadowed by events that are irrational, absurd, 

and honifjbg. ThoughMunro's "everyday" sening is not as teniQing as the castle in The Cade 

of Otrnnso or the laboratory in Frankenstein, her physical and psychological climates inspire 

si& Gothic reactions offear and a~Üety. Eve KosofSS. Sedgwick observes thatûothic fiction 

îs "fûil of sublime and picmesque scenic descriptions . . . fiequently used as a kind of visual 

correspondence suggestive ofan innerpsychologîcaistatey' (24), and EdrrnindBurke descnis the 

passion evoked bythe subikm as astonishment: ''that state ofthe sod, in which ail its motions are 

suspended, with some degree ofhorror" (33). Munro ako uses sublime descriptions ofsouthem 
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Ontario to paraiiel a protagonia's psychological condition; landscape descnied as homfying 

d o r s  a protagonist 's p e w g  experiences. There may be no haunted castles, secret comdors, 

or ghosts wandering the halis in Munro's srnail t o m ,  but there are decaying famis and mines, 

haunting mernories, invisible social forces, and secret feus that colectively cultivate an equaiiy 

uncanny mood. 

For Munro as for other Southem Ontario Gothicwriters, two ofthe rnost powerfui forces 

shaping the region's penonality are religion and biseory. Munro's characteristic Southem Ontario 

setting is a small Presbyterian town with a disturbing disposition to silence honesty, repress feeling, 

and shun outsiders. The impact of Protestantism on the region is best descnbed by Southem 

Ontario Gothic writers themselves: Graeme Giison comments on the "Puritan or whatever it was 

. . . lack of abüity to express, the lack of ability to feel, the imposition of rigidity" (167); Dave 

Godfky sees "Protestant reticence and neuroticism" as a "c hamber O fhorrors" and a "death force" 

(Giison 16 8-7 1); Margaret Atwood observes, "the m e r  into the past the Calvinist God recedes, 

the more his legacy of guilt becomes separated fiom Îts objects: Children can feel guilty about 

everything" ( Survi'vaZ L 3 9); and Marian Engel refers to the '?rernendousLy churc h-orient ed 

environment"that she grew up inas "bleak" and agrees with Gibson's account ofthe region as "a 

Puritan hmdle course" (Gibson 108). That these writm use tems like 'heuroticîsm," ''guiity," and 

'%Ieak" to descriie the smali-tom culture suggests that some fomis ofProtestantismfoster not 

optimism but dread and despair. Munro's settings reflect Protestantism's darker potentiai- 

MichaelHurley comments that manyinthe d-townProtestant culture who attempt to express 

their feelings eventuaily "doubt themselves, feelguilry, andare ei'erignored, ridiculed, rebuffed, 
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or punished by the silent majority" (180). Munro's characters do not escape these effects. 

Since small towns are regulated bythe "silent majority," the confiict between private and 

public aspects of a protagonist's Life dominates the Southem Ontario stoties in F k n d  of My 

Youth. EugeniaDeLamotte argues that this conflict is central to Gothic fiction: "Gothic terror has 

its primary source in an anxiety about boundaries . . . the expression of psychological, 

epistemologicai, religious and social anxieties that resolve themselves most fundamentaliy into a 

concem about boundaries ofthe self' (14). DeLamotte's"boundaries ofthe self" are those with 

which Munro's typical heroine coiiides w hen she seeks fkedorn fiom the s d - t o w n  cuhme. When 

what she tries to say or do is rebuffed by a silent majority that sees female independence as an 

offence against propriety, her sense of individuality collapses. Self-doubt and self-deprecation 

result, and she becomes tenifïed to anempt independence again. 

Throughout FriendofMy Youtli, protagonists who appear irrational are puoished with 

humiliation and psychological isolation, Coral Ann Koweils notes that Gothic protagonists seeking 

independence are often perceived as displayhg ' b t i o n a l  impulses which threaten to subven 

orthodoxnotions ofsocial and moralpropriety" (7). Margot Northey observes the same fear of 

change in Canadian Gothic: "a persistent feanire ofthe fear or horror in many Canadian gothic 

works is the sense ofthreat to or coilapse ofan entire culture'' (109). Logan, WaUey, and a young 

Toronto answer to both ofthese readings ofthe Gothic environment, for each has a coliective 

consciousness stniggling to maintain tradition and order. Beverty Rasporich notes O fLNes of Girls 

and Wunze~ that "The Flats Road, and bush beyond, are symbois ofprimalenergy and sexuaiity9 

its chaos and danger. The town, in its intn'cate design, is representative of order, reason and 



control" (1 3 8). Towns in Friend ofibfj Yozith represent the sarne; obsessions with propriety 

and prudence mask kars of instability. 

Since Munro's small towns stmggle to maintain the old order as a key to survival, 

they persistently fear agents of change. B. Pfaus remarks that Munro's characters inhabit a 

world "having an essential and irreconcilable tension between two sets of values: 

conventional morality and individual fieedorn" (83). This *?ension'? has Protestant roots. 

Victor Sage suggests that "a religion which has always up held private judgement as the basis 

ofits faith is more intolerant than one which traditionally allows no latitude at ail in matters 

of belief" (Horror 77). This apparently paradoxical statement is appropriate to the climate 

in which Munro's typical protagonist lives, for she knows she risks psychological 

persecution by the moral majority ifshe even appeurs not to want to acquiesce to a small- 

t o m  sou1 that relentlessly maintains socio-religious prohibitions and irnperatives. Munro has 

noted that her own Southem Ontario hentage prevented her from speaking openly: "One 

doesn't try because one might hi1 . . . the personal revelation is also something that isn't 

understood at dl .  It's a shameful thing?' (Gibson 247). Munro's references to shame and fear 

oF"persona1 revelation" are telling, for both are staples of the Gothic. Hawthorne's The 

Scnrler Letter illustrates the Purit an small-tom moral majoriv : 

-Goodwives,' said a hard-featured dame of fifty, TL1 tell ye 
a piece of my rnind. It would be greatly for the public behoof, 
if we women. being of mature age and churchmembers in 
good repute. should have the handling of such malefactresses 
Ci 

as this Hester Prynne. What think ye. gossips? If the hussy 
stood up for judgment before us five . . . would she corne off 
with such a sentence as the wonhipful magistrates have 
awarded? Marry, I trow not !' (Hawthorne 53) 



L ike Hester Prynne, Munro's pro tagonists have good reason to Fear neighbors and townsfolk. 

Though her heroines do not face physical brands of punishment, their emotional responses 

are similar; that they oAen resort to deception and concealment iç not surprising. 

CIistory also shapes Munro's Gothic environment by providing metaphoric "ghosts." 

As David Punter observes, 

. . . die 'borderland' attitude of Gothic to the past is a 
compound of repulsion and attraction, fear of both the 
violence of the past and its power over the present. and at the 
same time longing for many of the qualities that past 
possessed . . . . The code of Gothic is thus not a simple one in 
which past is encoded in present or vice-versa, but dialectical. 
past and present intertwined, and distorting . . . rach other 
with the sheer effort of coming to gnps. (198) 

The relevance of Punter's comrnents to Friend ofMy Yoitih is best illustrated by recalling 

that the protagonist in the opening nory is haunted less by her mother's death than by the 

guilt she confronts during self-reflection. She fears the past because she feels shame 

whenever she thinks about her behavior in the days leading to her motheros death; fear of her 

past has power over her present. Yet she also longs for the time when her rnother was dive: 

she misses the mother-daughter bond that at one tirne included the intimacy of storytelling. 

In frirndof iiçly Yotîih, protagorüsts continually re-live expenences shared with theu mothers 

("Fnend" and "Goodness and Mercy"), spouses ("Hold Me Fast. Don't Let Me Pass'' and 

o'Wibghe'f) and fiends ("Different-," "Wigtime," and "Pictues of the Ice"). Jacqueline 

Howard's observation about the Gothic past. Like Punter's, suggests ambivalence; she notes 

that it c m  nrike the Gothic hero or heroine as both 'fearfùlly strange" and "comfoaingiy 

familiai' (33). Despite fean of taking Mabginative joumeys into the past. Munro's heroines 
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cannot avoid them; they long for information that will explain their present personalities. But 

dunng their joumeys, they encounter the Gothic phenornenon called "nameless dread." 

DeLamotte suggests that this phrase "may describe the fear of possibilities no decorous 

heroine would even name in her mind. But it also implies the dread that is nameless because 

its object is diffise, unclear, insusceptible to definition" ( 16). Many of Munro's protagonists 

cringe when discovering things about themselves they wish they had lefi buried. 

Histoxy haunts toms in much the same manner as it does protagonists; conflicts 

between old and new plague almost every mal1 t o m  in this collection. Leslie Fiedler notes 

that 'The gothic felt for the first time the pastness of the past . . . the sense of something 

lapsed or outlived or irremediably changed" (136). in Munro's twentieth-century Southem 

Ontario, what becomes spooky are the lengths to which some members of a community will 

go to prevent change. Because change draws Munro's toms closer to a modernized world 

that many fear, it is ofien seen as evil-as what DeLamotte calls "some temile Other" in 

Gothic fiction (22). Munro's typical heroine develops a heightened sense of fear when 

~ ~ g g l i n g  to find independence fiom what Rasponch properly identifies as Munro's 

"puritan-inspired world of go thic horror" ( 1 3 9). Female independence equals nightmarish 

change for many in Munro7s patrîarchal toms, and they go to great lengths to prevent it. 

"Oh, What Avails," ''Five Points," and "Meneseteung" illustrate that Munro's 

fictional Southern Ontario communities are both Gothic and realistic. Emotional and semal 

repression, secrets and deceptions, clashes with orthodoxy, broken taboos, and unnaturd 

silences are amongst the Gothic repertoire in these three stories. The role of Iandscape as 

symbolic of a protagonist's dark state of mind grows fiom the fïrst story to the third, and by 
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"Meneseteung" descriptions of landscape as tenorizing appear inseparable fkom Almeda 

Joynt Roth's horrifjmg situation. Further, though the first two stories are set in the twentieth 

century and the latter in the nineteenth, the same socio-religious pressures persist. Things 

that do change in small-tom Southem Ontario, Munro suggests, do so only slightly and 

painfully. "'Logan has grown," Mumo tells us in the fint story, "but it is still too srnail to 

have home delivery" (1 95). The recuning uncanny differences between house and home in 

Friend of My Youth are enough to keep any mail camer away. 

"Oh, What Avails" 

Munro's narrators, in telling stories, are fostering a deceptive 
objectivity. Despite repeatedly concentrathg on figures and 
events fiom the past, these narrators ultimately cannot let the 
facts speak for thernselves. (Ajay Heble 174) 

Gothic landscapes both contribute to and symboiize Joan's dilemma in "Oh, What 

Avails." Jorn denies truths about the environment that shaped her youth, and her selective 

blindness to sllnilarities between her and her mother constitute a Gothic dread of the terrible 

Other. At the heart of Joan's predicament is her denial of a "dismissive voice that surprises 

her, it sounds so much Iike her mother's" (204). As a child, Joan believed in her mother's 

"idea of being part of something special" (182). As an adult, however, Joan codionts 

memones of childhood çuggesting that her mother's idea was "not altogether me" (2 15)' 

memones which force her to suspect that she was part of "nothing special . . . . She feels t h i s  

because it occurs to her that their rnother rnight be mistaken" (193). But to avoid creating 

uegative images of a mother she admired in childhood, and to avoid admitting that she 
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inherited many of her mother's negative traits, Joan selectively represses her doubts. It is no 

coincidence that "avails" rhymes with 'keils," given that Joan chooses not to see that her 

uysfunctional adulthood is a product of her mother's influence. 

Joan gossips and views others through the same cynical lenses as her mother did. For 

instance, 'people who talk to her strike her as harsh and stupid and self-satisfied" (20 1)' and 

she recalls a door knocker banged "in the way no caller with decent manners would bang it7' 

(1 84). She also claims that Loony Buttler used derisive terms like "fomicator," "ignoramus," 

"chester," and "stupid" (190). But Joan's account of Loony may not be accurate, becauçe 

it is hard to tell where judgmental voices like Loony's and Joan's mother's end and where 

Joan's begins. Joan, like her mother, is guilty of groundless suspicions and "exhavagant 

accusations" (203). She sees Morris's "way of Iooking at things" as "old-fashioned and 

callous and destructive" (198) but ignores the caUousness she Iearned fiom her mother. Joan 

recalls that her mother saw luck as one of the most important things in life (183). But Joan's 

mother cannot simply let Morris's accident stand as an instance of bad luck. She is 

compelled to blarne it on somebody. The words, "a tramp left the rake there. So their 

mother said" (1 8 1)' demonstrate that Joan's mother blamed the tramp for Morris's injury. 

So their mother said is focalized fiom Joan's perspective, and it indicates that she also 

blames. She indirectly accuses her mother of lying about the tramp's role in Morris's 

accident. Blaming is a comection between her and her mother that Joan denies. That a 

young Joan fded  to question her mother's behaviour is not surprising; nor are the haunting 

consequences of denying her mother's influence. 

Joan's gloomy life mirrors her mother's, suggesting that Joan absorbed more f b m  
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her than j u s  contempt and blaming. She claims to be able to *'easily, flawlessly" (206) 

deceive people just as her mother allows Looney Buttler to believe they are fiends. The 

"Treachery and conFusion'' (202) Joan feels because of her affair with John Brolier signals 

repressrd shame. ban's mother's claim to want her children to feel "part of something 

special" (1  82) may also sigr@ repressed sharne-for her contempt for others and for the 

illusion of specialness she Fosters. Joan wants to believe that she can emotionally manage 

marital infidelity, but -&grief and guilt" (206) tonnent her. She codesses that she and Brolier- 

-a man with a "medieval face" that is "long and pale and bony9'--are, like Morris and Matilda. 

"tembly perfectly balanced" with "stubbornly preserved" flaws (205). The terms '-tembly." 

-'medieval." and"preserved" reflect the funereal environment shaping Joan's youth; both the 

house and Joan's mother's seeming permanence in it foreshadow Joan's da&. secretive 

relationship with Brolier. Where Joan once thought that her mother was the fi-iend of her 

youth. she is temfied as an adult to admit that her mother failed to numire her properly. ïh is  

is her  amab able ciread." 

Munro's characterization of the Logan of Joan's youth complicates Joan's dilemma; 

Logan is ominous and its personaliv is like Jorn's mother's: neither numiles a sense of 

being part ofsomething. Mead, both breed only "special pride" (195)' destructive gossip, 

and disregard for real civility. Logan is -'haphazard'' and has a cade-like post ofnce, 

k a c k e d  sidewalks . . . . dusty streets.'? and "costumed. obsessed" inhabitants (196). That 

Joan is - ~ e d  to being identified" as her husband's wife suggests Logan's patnarchal 

element, stifling a woman's tieedom. Logan is "pleased that a girl fiom this town" married 

the --famous. or serni-famous"jo~~?1dist. Mpling its inferiority cornplex. Further, that they 
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"do not care" forhis job and see himas cynicaiand opinionated reflects both their fear ofthe urbm 

culture and their hypocrisy ( 194-5). FihaUy, the comment that Joan's mother "did not believe that 

she and her cbiIdren were poor in the way that people helped by the Lion's Club were poor" (1 8 1 - 

82) indicates Joan's mother's pnde and the focaker's discontent with it, but it also implies that 

some in Logan make it their business to know who's poor and who isn't. 

The Fordyce house descnied in Part I of "Oh, What Avails" is as Gothic as my in 

Southem Ontario Gothic fiction. Like Flora's in "Friend ofMy Youth," Joan's house syrnbolizes 

the emotional isolation ofts inhabitants. The distinction between physicai "house" and emo tional 

b%ome" invites a r e m  to Freud's notion of the uncanny; once again, an environment that should 

foster domestic famliarity and warmth instead disturbs and discontents. The Fordyce house has 

a "smeli" emanating from p laster and wailpaper in roorns that are "shut off' fkom the remainder of 

the house; the dining room and living room are also closed off ftom each other, and "a cheap 

partition shuts off the sîde halIf?ornthe fiont haU" (1 83). Whether the smeliy, crypt-ke rooms and 

cavernous halls contain more Me than the rest ofthe unsealed house Munro leaves unanswered. 

The "aihg fumace" andadead birds in the unused chimneys" (1 83) indicate stined fieedomand 

an absence ofwarmth that contradict the "l;ixity" (190) Joan claims her mother aliowed in the 

house. 'Zaxity" w i i e s  an absence O fstrictness and authonty; ifyouag ban's home was mily lax, 

t would oppose Logan's puritanical culture. Yet Jorn's mother derides Loony Buttlerin fiont of 

the chiidren, fights miMorris over bis rehictance to take Matildato the dance, chastises Joan for 

eavesdro pping, and calls her piano playing '%omble" (1 9 1-2). The house is full of tension. 

Further, the hxity that Joan clairns her mother aiiowed %ouid surprise most people" (NO), 
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implying that "rnost people" recognize that Joan's mother c m  be rigid and intolerant. The 

Fordyce house reflects the eene atmosphere of Joanos youth and demonstrates that Jorn fails 

to see "Ma" Fordyce's tnie character. The ~ispecialness" Ioan believes her mother to have 

fostered was illusory. If it existed at ail, it did so only rnomentarily and superficially. 

The coioured glass through which loan's mother taught her to see the outside world 

is symbolic of Joan's tainted outlook on lire in adulthood. Joan's mother doubtlessly taught 

her to look through the glass and to watch, judge, and nick-narne the ouiside world and its 

inhabitants. including Loony Buttler. But whether Joan's mother or Loony is the Loonier is 

indiscemible. Joan's mother mocks Loo. by calling her *.Mrs. Buttler. Mrs. Buncler. Mrs. 

Buncle. and finally Mrs. Carbuncle." and she taunts her by going ' p p ,  ycrp, yap . . . like an 

angry littie dog shut up alone in the house" as Loony stands outside (184-5). She also drems 

Loony "camphonted" and "stuffyt. (189). But despite Loony's death in a madhouse, Joan's 

mother is not much better o E  she lives an embalmed Ise within the waIIs of her fimereal 

home. spreading her contempt for others like an infection and giving her children the illusion 

that they belong to something special. As a child, Jorn would have joyfully participated in 

the seerningly harrnIess game of watching others. Yet the du i t  Joan must now confiont the 

reality that the g l a s  contained &more red than any other coloui' (192) and that, in her youth, 

prem Mac bushes codd be tumed -'a dark red. like blood" (1 93). Now. through her mother's 

angy and dissatisfied eyes, loan sees only darkness and ugliness in the world around her. No 

one escapes Joan's eye: on the page describing Jorn's r e m  to Logan in 1972, "iook.?' 

-'looks." and "looked" occur six times, with other language of vision: "seeing," "she made 

up her eyes." and "sharp-eyes' (194). ïhat Som's mother's death is mentioned in passing 
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is a gross undematement of the iongevity of her influence: "Their mother is dead" (194), the 

narrator mentions at the beginning of Frad Ice, and yet, iike a mummy, she haunts. 

The Fordyce house, as the source o fJoan 's figuratively tainted vision and Morris's üteral 

blindness, is but one example of dark forces in the Logan landscape. Another is that in Logan, 

beauty like Matilda's is seen as a "rnild defonnity" (188). han is not taught to see Matilda as a 

beautifil princess but as shrouded in a6%eil of snipidity" (1 86) and "a reproach" (1 88). Through 

the name game, ban invents other names for Matilda until Matilda's reai identity becomes lost. But 

as "the name Matilda became transformeci" (1  87), loan's innocence disappeared. Loony Buttler's 

caiiing Monk "Deadeye Dick" fuaher iliustrates Munro's dark characterization O nogan (193). 

Munro's use ofthe expression as the story's openhg subtitle alerts us to connections between 

Logan and death, superficiaiity, and devolence; although Loony says the words, it is CO t hard to 

imagine others in Logan thinking them. 

Fortune and misfortune also influence Joan's perspective in Wh, What Avails." Ironically, 

Morris's bad luck-an accident occunhg, notably, in the yard ofthe Fordyce house-4eaves him 

with maimed vision but a clarity of perspective that Joan lacks. Lorraine McMullen astutely 

observes that 'the ciifference between grotesque and 'ordinary people' is a quantitative one. While 

distorting reality, they nevertheles &or by exaggerating ce- aspects ofhumaDity, they rnake 

us more aware ofour own fhdties and eccennicities" (1 54). Morris may look grotesque because 

ofhis misfortune, but Joan's attitudes and denials are more fnghtenhg and demonstrate that she is 

more scaned than he. The language of "seeing" persistently reminds us of Joan's figurative 

blindness. She has di€Eïcultyseeing that her troubled "reai and apparent" (205) adulthood is the 
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result ofa grotesque youthful enviromqnt. h * e t y a n d  confusion disringui& han's addt life from 

Morris's when she confesses that "nothhg that works for Monis and Matilda is going to work for 

her. Not self-denial, the exaltation ofbaiked desires, no kind ofhigh-flown helplessness. She is 

not to be so satisfied" (205). Morris, who "always seemed senled" (1 94), still ir senled; he has 

a cornfortable, functional life despite Jorn's suggestions to the contrary. Morris was never 

obsessed with his disfiguration and there is nothing to suggest that he waots, as Joan desires him 

to have, "one ofthose new, realistic artificial eyes, whose rnagic sensitivity enables them to move 

in unison with the other, realeye" (182). That Morris's blind eye is covered with a "smoky lens" 

(1 8 1) suggests a clouded perspective that is not his; the lem symbokesJoan 's insensitivity and 

imperceptibility. Moms both mystifies and annoys Joan, and she persists in trying to fill the space 

in Moms's face with something she w*ll be able to tolerate because she, and not Moms, is 

ttightened and repulsed by it. 

D e e e  Dickplaces the house-and the aory as a whole--within the fkamework ofthe 

death theme in FnendofMy Youth. Moms lost an eye in an accident and kan's father was killed 

in one. Further, Joan's physical world in the est section is limited to the death-like and 

encapsulated "large, cold, unminageable" (1 83)Fordyce house. In her adult He, Joan is enclosed 

in her rnind. She is haunted by fears that an honest account ofher childhood mua recognize her 

motha's shadowy side. She is afraid of admitting that Moms came to terras with his inairned eye 

andtheirmaimedmother longago. Desptehispotentialloveofthe~~ory of- 

abandoned family history, he discarded "anything that looked like an antiquet' (1 97) foilowing the* 

mother's death. Indeed, he may have begun to dispose ofit thenight he acquiesced to his mther's 
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demand that he ask Matilda to the dance; the humiliation ofbeing labelled "Deadeye Dick" may 

bear directly on the distance he places between himselfand his horrifying history. 

Joan claims that the difficult events ofher youth have had no influence on her adulthood, 

but she is repressing the mith. She stiil believes that "one of this is important, none of their 

privations and difficulties and economies are important. What is important? Jokes and luck" 

(1 83). W e  hiding behind her mother's philosophy, Joan recails a youth that is emotionaüy more 

toIerable, but her adult iife-replete with its conhuing~dgments, anxieties, broken niamage, and 

deceptions-4s anything but a joke. Educated to be pretentious and sly-faced and not to show 

genuine waïmth and love, the "specialness" she believes in is shown to be nothing more than ''the 

way theytalk about people" (1 83). Slowly and subtly, parailels between the house and its resident 

Gothic Mother emerge: both foster isolation ftomthe outside world, and there is more to both than 

Joan is willing to reveai. Like Rom and EUie at the bands of the Cameronians, the young Moms 

and Joan leam to conceai dark and special secrets; tbough Moms escapes a life fiiied with haunMg 

memones, Joan does not. By the end ofRose Matilda, with her mother long dead and the Fordyce 

house sold, she is still running frorn ghosts. 



Vive Points" 

Gothic writers work-consciously or unconsciously-on the 
fi-inge of the acceptable, for it is on this borderland that fear 
resides. In the best works, the two sides of the border are 
grafted ont0 each other . . . displaying on one side the 
contours of reality, the detail and structure ofeveryday life, on 
the other the shadowy realm of myth, the lineaments of the 
unacceptable. (Punter 189) 

To put Brenda's inner state into conten and to illustrate that the past haunts the 

present in "Five Points," Munro again employs landscape. There are three Gothic settings 

in "Five Points?" and they develop a more intensified funereal atmosphere than that in "Oh? 

What Avaiis." The three settings symbolize aspects of Brenda's sexuality and intimacy with 

the men In her life. The first two of these are Brenda's 'gwom-out" farrn and the 9alt  mine 

at Walley. on the laketo (29); both are syrnbolic o f  Brenda's sterile marriage to Comelius. 

The third is the secret sexual rendezvous point; as the source of Brenda's sexual rejuvenation 

and moral corruption. its description reflects awieties and shame lurking in Brenda's mind 

as a result of her &air. The degree of her confusion is M e r  clarified when compared to 

Maria's semal exploits? and Victoria as a fourth setting illustrates ch i l hg  connections 

between the two women. 

B renda's deceptio n in "Five Pointst is but one in an envûonment where nearly every 

chancter has something to hide: Brenda lies to Cornelius, Neil lies to Brenda, Maria lies to 

her parents. and the boys lie about their use of Maria. Repressed ernotion and fear of honesty 

so permeate this story that nobody feels cornfortable thinking about-let alone speaking-the 

nuth. Freud's insights that fantasy -3s the hilnlment of a wish, a correction of an unsatis@îng 

reality?' and that -'a happy person never fantasizes. only an unsatified one'' (Workr. IX, 
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146) apply to Munro's Gothic charactekation of Brenda. She perpetuaiiy fantasizes about 

encounters withNeii because she feels isoiated in a marriage devoid o f in thcy  and Fragmented 

by umatural silence. She tries to find happiness withNeil but carmot, for despite her dissatisfaction 

with Comelius, she nevertheless feels shame for betraying h im  Deep in the heart of Southem 

Ontario, in a place "just south oflogan" (29), distinctions between fantasy and reality becorne 

biurred and contentment is elusive. 

The fist sening, Cornelius' and Brenda's farmhouse, symbolizes Brenda's view of 

Cornelius as emotionaiiy sterile. To Brenda, Cornelius is as wom out as the secluded farmthey 

manage, with its "secoudhaad fllnziture," its ''used appliances," and its weedyrockgarden (29-3 1). 

Once again, there is a noteworthy absence of 'borne" in Brenda's house, despite her having a 

husbanâ, daughters, and a dog. Comelius' reclusiveness, resulting ftomthe loss ofhis job, causes 

the desolatîonBrenda feeis being married to him; in amornent ofGothic ùonythat refkcts his own 

dark state, he admits that "he just can't look at the surface ofthe water mthout seeing ail that 

undemeath, which nobodywho hasn't seenit c o u K m @ d ' @ .  Cornelius is trapped inhis mind 

and 10s in the past just as Joan's mother may have been folowing her husband's death in "Oh, 

What Avails." He bas nothing le& to stimulate Brenda and instead leaves her to the "secret 

preparations" (32) she requires to meet Neil. 

The salt mine is where Cornehs used to workand where Neilnow works, symbolicaiiy 

distinNshuig Brenda's dying relationship with her husband ffom her present affair with NeiL 

ThoughMumo never offers a full account ofCorneiÏ~~-~hichmakes himanambiguousviilain- 

Brenda feels that he is oppressive and withdrawn He once "slapped her for smoking marijuana" 
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and mocked her sympathy for aretarded chiid that he viewed as 'Sust avegetable" (47). Though 

Cornelius worked in the mine forseven years before his accident, he '%ardly ever spoke to Brenda 

about what it was like" (47). This, and Brenda's confession that even now s he "doesn't know if 

he misses being down there" (47), retlect their persisting unnatural silence. Cornelius' 

characterization raises questions as to why Brenda doesn't leave b h e r e ,  as in the Gothic, the 

heroine may bave no alternative but to tolerate a homfying domestic situation. Wit h iinle ho pe of 

emotional or economic support fkoma smali town like Logan, Brenda may have no choice but to 

stay. 

The salt mine symboiizes Comelius' heilish psychologicalcondition. It is "a world ofits 

own" with "citverns and pillars, mies out under the Lake" (47, and it physicaily h m  and emotionaîiy 

rnutilated Cornelius to apoint where he is trapped in his own world. The rnine-iike his mind-is 

where "you cm find out what realdarkness is ike" (47). Here, ransacked machines are ''ppiled into 

a dead-end passage that is seaied u p a  tomb," and the cY?erocious noiset' ofthe machines "cuts out 

any human voice" (47). Cornelius has learned his dence in this fûuereal atmosp here. When the 

narrator remarks that the mine changed afier Comelius' accident, and that now ''there's a new 

machine that can do what Cornelius went up in the cage to do" (47)' Cornelius appears 

replaceable. That Nelnow works at the mine ironicaüyaligns himwith the replacement machine: 

he is doing what Cornehs used to do. He is doing Brenda. 

An evenmore hamting version ofthe nine hgers in Cornelius' head; it signifies that he is 

trapped in the past in a state ofpermanent anguish, making Brenda's life as dreadful as his own. 

Like theretarded childhe wodd "get nd of' (49), Cornelius is a mon-vivant figure. Funter argues 
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that in modem Gothic, '-the dead do not need to rise up against the living, for the living 

already inhabit the world o f  the dead, like sleep-walkea" (123). Like the child, Comelius 

exists in a death-like state: "There are hours in the day and sometimes whole days when he 

has to lie d o m  and watch television, or just lie on the living room Boor, coping with the 

pain" (29). His unnatuml silence prevents him from conveying his remorse for a lost ps t ,  

a stagnant present. and an uncertain Future. M e n  Comelius does leave the house, he desires 

a retum to the "choppy and cold-looking" lake (30) beside the mine that damned him. Once 

there, he enjoys hauntings by "pyramids of coarse grey salt" and the "tame and useless 

monsters" that reflect his bleak, docile self (30). Trucks, earthmovers, and bulldozers create 

and develop the new at the mine, but Comelius' life stands in contnst as one of lassitude and 

passion only for the old. Brenda. in the meantirne. feels neglected and done. She "listens 

to Comelius and thinks about Neil" (3  1). and she fmtasizes about the stirnulating raw and 

earthy "srneil of work on their [the workers'] bodies'' (3 1). Her desire for "their disregard of 

hei' (3 1) is ironie. given that Cornelius disregards her to the point where she seeks Neil. 

niough Brenda resents having to "quit her job. because there was too much for Comelius 

to handle by himself' (29)' she is more enraged by his emotional isolation and silence. 

The most Gothic landscape in "Five Points" is the secret rendezvous point where 

Brenda meets Neil: it parallels Brenda's violation of trust and foreshadows her failure to 

replace her old lover. Brenda's perceptions of landscape show the darkness in her mind; 

things seem ominous because of her hidden shame. Turning off of the main highway, Brenda 

reaiizes that she has --taken the plurge?' and is 'Uiving where she shoddn't be" ( 3 9 ,  because 

she and Neil are "dnving" and *'plun@g'? into each other when they know they shouidn't 
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be. She turns onto a "dead-end swamp road" ( 3 9 ,  denotingthe uncleanliness ofher exploits and 

foreshadowing her fàiled aftair. LLining the route to Neil's trailer is a group O fforeboding items that 

kewise serve as sexuai metaphors for Brenda's iiiicit deeds: "bright, poisonous tniit," suggesting 

a biblical fall from grace; "wild grapevine flung over everything, even creeping onto the road," 

Unpiying Brenda's sexual h i  and the creeping guilt it entais; "s iick md" and a "soggy sinkhole," 

comoting Brenda's sexual easiness; and "choking, yellowy mess" and ''sucking nettles," suggesthg 

bothglobushysteriars and orakopuiation and foretelling that Brenda will soon perceive Neil as 

suffocating her as Cornelius does (35). 

Brenda so desperately wants sex that sbe is blind to danger. She parks the car "in a spot 

o f s w q y  darkness under the trees" and enters a world where 'the absence ofNeil" becomes her 

biggest fear(35). That she fears "his sudden denial ofher" and that her thoughts of it " c m  mm any 

place, any thing, ugly and menacing and snipid" W t e  the extent ofher sexualrepression at home 

(35-6). But though Brenda daims to want to beNeil's "temtory" (41) and seerns obsessed with 

him, her relationship ha only ac'history ofpasion.. theydon't have muchelse" (37). She wants 

'hot amarriage bed or a bed ofillness, cornfort, complication" but a "bed of lust and sleep" (41), 

and th& makes their relationship conditionaL It îs destined to IàiI, w hich it does when Neil provides 

the condition for it to do so with a lie. Every encounter between them is prefaced by Brenda's 

feelings o f  'cautio n and anxiety"; her "good deeds" (3 1) signifL her awareness ofthe mimorality 

of her actions. Her &air with Neil is dreadfid pleasure at best. 

Brenday s repression ofguilt succeeds onlytempordy7 for despite efforts to hide her guilt 

byremaimng detached, shecannot. When she senses that her relationship WithNeilis threatening 



to become more than sexual, Brenda instigates another transition fiomold to new. Suspecthg that 

he is iying about having slept with Maria, Brenda experiences a throbbing 'pain between her legs" 

(42) that is irnponant in four overlapping contexts: f6t, given that it originates where it does and 

not in her heart orhead, the pain is a reminder that Brenda's focus is on physical and not emotional 

love. Next, it impiies that the end ofher iiiicit sex is üke a quick and painful sexual withdrawal 

Third, it suggests that Brendacan be hurt by Neil; Brendaknows that she has becomeavictimof 

Neil's lie just as Cornelius is a victim O fhers. Her guilt multiplies in an instant. Finally, the p a i n 4  

addition to her immediate reaction ofsilence-suggests that Brenda is bordering onhysteria- In 

her reveaiing account of rnadness and hysteria, Elaine Showalter States that 

The hyaerical attack generaily began with pain in the uterine 
region, and with a sense ofobstruction in the chest and tbroat . At 
its height, the victirnaltemately sobbed and laughed; she might 
have convulsive movements of the body, heart palpitations, 
impaired h e a ~ g  and vision, or unconsciousness. The fits were 
folowed by exhaustion, and usuaiiy by rapid recovery, although 
occasionaiiy the effects hsted for days. A srriking aspect of the 
seinire was the globus hystericus, the sensation that a bail was 
rising in the esophagus, producing a feehg of choking or 
suffocation. Indeed, the ancients had believed that this feeling was 
caused by the nsing of the womb within the body. (130) 

Show alter dismantles arguments (made by patriarchaland oflen nasO@st forces) that hysteria was 

exchisively 'the quintessential f d e  malady" (1 D), but she never deoies that womn experienced 

the iiIness. Here, Brenda's vagiaal pain represents her body speaking on bebalfofher mÎnd When 

she realizes that a purely sexualreiationship ~ithNeiï is impossible, she is reminded that a return 

to Cornelius wiII bring semal decay. 



Kelly Hurley 's Freudian argument reveals that p hHcal signs ofhysteria are but secoadary 

reactions to psychological conflict: 

To assert that sornething is too hom%!e to be spoken of is the 
privileged utterance of the Gothic, but it is also the privileged 
utterance of the hysteric. Freud argues that the precondition of 
hystena is a 'disturbance in the sphere ofsexuality' (Dora, p. 39) 
so intolerable that it must be repressed. The memoryescapes to 
the unconscious, and thus is hencefonh incapable of expression in 
conventionaldiscourse; the forces ofrepression at work ensure 
its unspeakability. But that which the conscious mind cannot 
acknowledge, and the subject cannot speak, the body tells 
Uistead. (48) 

Here, Brenda carmot express herseifto Neil because she is unwilling to commit herselfto an 

emotional relationship and because she is horrified by her moral corruption. She realizes Neil is 

lying, and her shame for lying to Cornelius grows. She tries to repress it but cannot, because she 

feels used by Neil just as he used Mana. Ironicdy, even though Brenda wants their affair t O be 

stnctly sexual, she cannot manage the idea ofbeing sexuaiiy used. She reacts with silence instead 

offightingwithNeilbecause she is afraid to speak to himofemotîon; she has learned anunnahrrai 

silence fiomCornelius t hat remains even when she is distanced ftomhirn Though Brenda clairns 

to feel ftee as she flees Neil's trailer, her fteedom will be short-lived. A return to Cornelius 

promises a r e m  to isolation. 

Brenda's desire to be dominated by Neii suggests masochism DeLamotte argues that 

masochisrnis one the taboos "lying at the heart ofmost Gothic plots'' (2 1). Others inchide uicea, 

sexud violence, and rape (Punter 190). Claire Kahane defines masochism as an "eroticized 

submission" inwhich "the subject seeks pleasure in a return to nonbeing, to non-cWEërentiation, to 
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silence" (34). Brenda's betrayal of Cornelius results fiom her desire for sex; her submission 

to the "impudent, swaggering, conceited" ("Five" 45) Neil and the implied humiliation it 

involves rnay retlect Brenda's atternpt to displace guilt by channelling al1 ofher energy into 

her body. By allowing herselt'to be conquered physically, she can forget the tonnent of guilt. 

In Neilos trailer. she c m  silence the part of her mind that speaks to her of sharne. but only 

temporarily. Punter observes that the fundamental structure of taboo "is emotional 

ambivalence . . . we sumrnon up not a simple emotional reaction but a dialectical one in 

which the mind oscillates between attraction and repulsion, worship and condemnation" 

(190). That Brenda's worship for NeiI becomes displaced by repulsion shows that she 

knows-consciously or unconsciously-that her affair constitutes a breach of loyalty and that 

she shordrl feel pil t .  Resenting Comelius does not negate her sharne for betraying him. 

Brenda's guilt and anxiety are elucidated by juxtaposing her story with Maria's, for 

Brenda and Maria are warped images of each other. Victoria î ü s t  appears in contrast to 

Soan's seually-stifling Southem Ontario. but a closer look reveals similarities suggesting 

Maria's life may have tumed out homfling, like Brenda's. Rasporich suggests that Munroos 

British Columbia is ofien characterized as '"bizarre and &cial, a Hollywood set, a circus'' 

(145). Maria's world seems a circus. In Victoria. fluidity and change are not feared but 

welcome. Victoria's "big burst of paper flowers and marijuana fumes and music" (32) 

symbolizes individuai Eeedom. It is ethereal, bright, and active, a place with 'ilower beds," 

happy beaches." and "magic peaks" that contrast sharply with Brenda's three dark settings 

(32). Victoria also resembles Neil's trailer in that both are places where sex is plentifid and 

where it seems-on the surface-to bear no destructive consequences. 
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But sex does have dark consequences for both Maria and Brenda. Despite the surface 

chmcterization ofVictoria as a free-wheeling sexualcirnis, the darkunderside ofMaria's s e d  

exploits cannot be overlooked. Mariais breaking taboos aud is king p s y c h o l o g  

those taking advantage ofher; she is, in fact, a party toprostitrction at thineen years old, and her 

sex with the boys leads to a ruined family business and the desmiction of her parents' trust. 

BecauseNeil's storydescnies Mansa at thirteen, what happens to her later remains mysterious, 

but f is not hard to conceive that Mana's adult life is as fnghtening as Brenda's. As agiri, Maria's 

'powers were being chipped, then hamrnered, away" (39) by boys demanding more money fiom 

her; so too was her self-image suffering the same fàte. Similarly, just as the store was "bleeding 

money" (40), so too was her self-respect bleeding from her. Neil's reflections on his past in 

Victonasuggest that he ako has some demons ofguiit to confiont. He wants to beiieve that Maria 

may have -ed andmay ''lx good looking even," but he must also admit that "she might still be 

just sining in one ofthose places. One ofthose places where they put people" (42). That 'bothkg 

could be done about the boys" (40) who robbed Maria ofher innocence is a Gothic reminder that 

two sets ofstandards define apatriarchaltwentieth centuryjust as they defïned the eighteenth and 

nineteenth centuries. 

In both Victoria andNeil's trailer, dmgs and alcohol make the sex that transpires seem 

imagïnary iostead ofreaiandmake the consequences of illegitirnate sex seem less significant than 

they redy  are. Edmund Burke notes that "To make anything very temble, obscur@ seems in 

generai to be necessary. M e n  we know the full extent ofany danger, we can accustomour eyes 

to 8' (34). The "fiowers, towers, birds, and monsters" ("Five" 33) that Neil experiences in 



Victoria disappear when the effects of his h g s  wear off. The monster of shame that Brenda 

experiences because ofher affair with him in Logan, however, remains to haunt her. Reaiity 

~hatters dreams for Brenda and will likely have done the sarne for Maria. Brenda's anxieties, 

while obscured by alcohol in Nei 1's trailer, are re-expenenced with terri@ng sobriety when 

she retums to the f m .  

Other incidents reveal that Maria is a warped reflection of Brenda. Where Maria 

seems to be assertive and dominating in the storefiont, she is eventuakly victimized by boys 

who blackrnail her by threatening to expose the truth; sirnilarly, Brenda's attempt to assert 

her independence fails when Neil forces her to see the truth that she cannot have an affair 

without tormenting heaelf. Brenda's sexual fieedom is illusory, and so is Maria's; Brenda's 

illicit sex ends when it threatens to become personal, and Maria's illicit sex ends when her 

money nuis out. The "sharp, releasing pleasure" Brenda feels in d e l i v e ~ g  the "fmt blow" 

of words that end her affair with Neil is a short-lived pleasure-indeed, it is another dreadful 

pleasure (43). Maria's pleasures are similarly dreadfùl: when her "increased needs" are no t 

satisfied she experiences a "dent rage" and becomes "wild and sullen and mean" (39). 

rinally, thirteen-year old Maria is described as having "big, saggy breasts" and a fi*-year 

old face" that indicate she has become wom out before her t h e ;  she no t only looks oid, but 

"she acted it" (29). Brenda has prematurely decayed, but psychologically. 

Maria's apparent lack of guilt over her sexual expioits appean to contrast with 

Brenda's obvious shame over her lone affair with Neil, but Maria is not s h o w  years after 

the fact The "whoie underground system of drearns" (37) that Brenda hoped would provide 

her with pleasure becornes withered by painfhl realities, and it is easy to believe that Maria's 
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adult life is also withered. "Squashed and bruised," and "throbbing like a big swollen 

blister9'(42), Brenda will leave Neil, limp back to the farm, and resume what Iittle sembiance 

of a life she has there. Whether she waits for the next Neil to corne along or resigns herself 

to cootinued emotional and sexual repression with Cornelius remains unanswered. Maria's 

adult life may also be full of haunting repressions and emotional tomue. 

The blurred distinction between fantasy and reality in "Five Points," in addition to 

its focus on guilt, despair, hysteria, repression, and broken sexual taboos, suggests that 

Brenda's "everyday" surface reality is rich with Gothic undercurrents. Here as in "Fnend of 

My Youth" and "Oh, What Avails," Munro's settings expose the psychological condition of 

her protagonist and other characters. Brenda's inability to escape an unhappy marriage 

signifies that she feels alone in a world unwilling to listen to her voice, and like her Gothic 

predecesson, she fantasizes about happiness because it evades her in reality. Attempts to 

make fantasies real inevitably fail in small-tom Southem Ontario. 



The original gothic mode of fiction, w*th its prirnary emotions 
of Lar and terror, its crude villains pursuing palpitating 
heroines, was primarily a sexual Fantasy fiction which 
tellingly projected the repressed feeling of a society which 
placed woman on a pedestal, denied her sexuality, and 
romantically idealized her as morally superior to and more 
sensitive than the male . . . . Unconsciously projected into the 
heroine's dangerous situations were the primitive passions the 
eighteenth century denied her. Obviously, the gothic heroine 
is not in her eighteenth century dress in Munro's fiction but 
she and her fiction of psychological projection are very muc h 
alive . . . (Rasporich 13 5 )  

The overwhelming concentration of terror, penecution. and brutality in 

"bleneseteung?' make it the mon Gothic story in Friendof A@ Yorirh. The repressive small- 

t o m  culture that stifles protagonists in other stories is here enomously intensified; it drives 

Almeda Joynt Roth into hysteria and death. In her study of Ann Radcliffe's Gothic. Cynthia 

Griffin Wolff notes that -*modern Gothics follow in the tradition of Radcliffe's tvork: 

sornetimes they involve the murhy atmosphere of a world that is vaguely called 'Victorian 

England"' (7 11). in "Meneseteung," Toronto is obsessed with trying to maintain the 

propriety and semai puritankm that typi. the Victorim era, and those obsessions are 

inherentiy Gothic. As Margaret Atwood notes of Toronto in this nory, *'Our sweet picture 

of bygone d q s  is destroyed . . . the poet herself disinteptes in the harsh and multiple 

presence of the vivid life that surrounds her and that h d y  proves too huge and real for her 

. . ( e t  i )  Forces of darkness and disorder lurk under Toronto's genteel surfaces of 

order and reason: its casting off of those whom it deems morally perverse reflects its fears 

ofcdtunl instability. Mwo' s  landscapes. her characterization of J-s Poulter, and genteel 



Toronto's attitudes towards outsiders exemplify the funereal aura looming over the town. 

"Toronto" becomes synonymous with bbhell," with Jarvis Poulter and The Vidette 

reigning over genteel minions whose goal is to forestall change. The narrator refers to 

Toronto as an "encampment" (54), as a place where ''ta11 elms overshadowed the town" (53) 

and where "There are quite a few people in the cemetery already . . . most of them died 

young" (54). in this place of early death, roads are "hot as ashes" (69) and hot weather 

bnngs chaos and madness: 

More horses run wild then, upsetting buggies. Bands caught 
in the ringer while doing the washing, a man lopped in two at 
the sawmill, a leaping boy killed in a fa11 of lumber at the 
lumberyard. Nobody sleeps well. Babies wither . . . . Bodies 
must be buried in a huny. One day a man goes through the 
streets ringing a cowbell and calling, 'Repent! Repent!' It's 
not a sûanger this time, it's a young man who works at the 
butcher shop. Take him home, wrap him in cold wet cloths, 
give him some nerve medicine, keep him in bed, pray for his 
wits. If he doesn't recover, he must go to the asylum. (55) 

References to sleeplessness, nerve medicine, and the asylum show that Toronto is ripe with 

fear and hysteria and suggest that Almeda is not its only victim. The whole town is like an 

asylum. The "mean-looking" and "weedy-looking" log homes and f m s  and the "ragged 

little settiements" and "herds of horned cows" round out Munro's charactenzation of the 

region (61). It is not surprishg that Almeda imagines "a bal1 of fie rolling up Pearl 

Street"(63); manifestations of hell are both imaginable and real. 

Toronto's treatment of those it deems "outsiders"-strangers, Queen Aggie, and other 

residents of Pearl Street Swampsignifies its fears of cultural instabifity. Toronto is afraid 

of "new" ideas that strangers might bring: 'hew business," schemers s e h g  "cures and 
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gimmicks," or preachers preaching "on the street corners" (S) ,  for exarnple. The Vidette, 

the patriarchal and j udgmental voice O E the collective consciousness, warns residents to "be 

on your guard" because 'ïhese are times of opportunity and danger. Tramps, confidence 

men. hucksters, shysters, plain thieves are travelling the roads . . ." (55).  Toronto approaches 

paranoia in fearing change, and The Vicierte, with its "shy jokes, innuendo? [and] plain 

accusation'? (57), is reminiscent of loan's rnother and Loony. Like them. and like the narrator 

consmicting Almeda's story. The Viderte bases its stories about others only on partial 

evidence: "There is no grounds for this. but it adds interest" (57). Strangers who "don't look 

so prosperous are taunted and tormented" (55) because Toronto Fears adding to the ranks of 

the impoverished. Showalter reminds us of the cornmon nineteenth-century view that 

poverty t-as "one of the moral causes of insanity" (54). By equating poverty with morality 

and madness. Toronto's genteel Find an excuse to suppress the segment of their population 

they would rather hide than help. Fears of groundless accusation. taunting, and tonnent dso 

prevent Almeda from expressing her artistic and semai desires. 

Its treatment of Queen Aggie illustrates Toronto's fear of the unknown Other. Munro 

has admitted that she was raised in 'a community of outcasts where bootleggers and 

prostitutes and hangers-on' Iived: this comment. in addition to her striking confession that 

-1 had that feeling about myself.' may help explain why polite Toronto is painted so darkly 

in "Meneseteung" (Catherine Sheldrick Ross 23). It does not include its -%nrespectable and 

undeserving pooi' ("Meneseteung" 55) but rather rejects them as its monstes. Queen Aggie 

and other Pearl Street Swamp residents symbolize the instinctive parts of the self that 

Toronto wants to deny . Its greatest fears are "instant fornication, an attack of passion. Brute 
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instinct, humph of the senses" (59-60). Those who represent lawlessness and instinct are 

relegated to the Swamp, with its "luxuriant weeds" and "makeshift shacks" (55). When they 

wander fiom theù "piles of refuse and debris and crowds of runty chiidren" (55-6), they are 

abused. Queen Aggie is wheeled about t o m  in a wheelbarrow and dumped into a ditch by 

a Street gang "looking for adventmes" (54). That the beaten woman whom Almeda confronts 

later in the story is not identified as Queen Aggie-and is not identified at all is  telling. 

Queen Aggie is clearly not alone in her tonnent; Toronto denies al1 Pearl Street residents a 

human identity. 

Ianris Poulter's patriarchal values enhance the story's fùnereal atmosphere. He 

represents Almeda's only means of attaining "considerable respectability" (55), and her 

rejection of hirn seals her fate. Jarvis is posthumously descnbed by The Vidette as "one of 

the founders of our community" (72)' despite his having amived in Toronto only "a few years 

ago" (56). This signifies the immediate impact he has on a srnaIl town that normally fears 

strangers; his potential to bring "the bene@ of industry, productivity, and employment to 

our town" (72) prevents his receiving the tonnent normally reserved for strangers. On the 

surface, he appears "a decent citizen" (57), but descriptions of him "in a dark suit" with 

Wack hair" and a "severe and self-possessed air, and a large pale wart" (57) align him with 

the Gothic villain. He coilects loose coal and is "an operator of salt welis" ( 5 3 ,  both of 

which Link him to the underworld, and his house has "no f 5 t  trees or flowers" (57), 

suggesting stenlity and decay. That "he does not go to church at night" (59) raises questions 

about what and whom he might be worshîpping instead. 

IaMs is male, wealthy, powerful, and thus a key member of high society; Toronto's 
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views on mamage further exempli@ the patnarchal values of the small-town culture he 

represents: "A man will keep his house decent, but he will never-if he is a proper man40 

much to decorate it. Marriage forces him to live with more ornarnent as well as sentiiient, 

and it protects him, also, from the extremities of his own natur+fiorn a Fngid pasimony or 

a luxuriant sloth, €tom squalor, and from excessive sleeping or reading, drinking, smoking, 

or freethinking" (57). How a woman might benefit from mamage is not a concem for 

Toronto. Woman is aligned with "ornament," bbsentiment," and the prevention of excess, and 

as long as she has the promise of ÿtility-and is "not too old," is a "good enough 

housekeeper," and has "nothing wrong with her looks" (58-9bhe will serve the purpose. 

Almeda "cannot imagine herself doing that" (60) because she knows it will desnoy her 

individuality; that she is 300 clumsy" (51) to crochet and embroider and that "she wants a 

man who doesn't have to be made" (60) illustrate her desire for freedom nom dornesticity. 

DeLamotte comments that women in Gothic fiction do not fear being confhed to dungeons 

üut to a Life of "'making puddings and knïiining stockings'. . . they are victirns of 

repetition-oot because specten hau t  them nighe after night but because they do the same 

rhings day after day" (201). Almeda fits this description of the Gothic heroine. Showalter 

observes that unmarried rniddleîlass women, women having " 'u~anua l '  desires forpnvacy 

and independence" (l34), andbiinconventiooal women-artists and writers"(145) were often 

deemed "subject to mental problems" (61) in Victorian times. Toronto sees Almeda as 

unnatural, unconventional, and a pro blem. 

Almeda's denial of Jarvis is a rejection of Toronto's view of women; she desires to 

be neither dependent on nor a mother to Jarvis, whose tnie selfis reveaied the night of her 
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confkontation with the mysterious drunk. Where she once fantasized about him 'korning into 

hei' room and being "driven by" him in the countryside (60-6 l), the "harsh joviality" (67) 

he displays after "rescuing?' Almeda changes her mind about marrying him. DeLamotte 

explains why: "the rescue men seern to offer women is often one with the Gothic perils those 

women hope to escape. . . . the Gothic irnprisonment by the villain and the Gothic rescue by 

the hero may be identical in the end'' (226). Jarvis's harshness has a tone that Almeda "has 

never before heard from him" (67) because, until this incident, Jarvis has had no oppoaunity 

to assen his dominance over her in order to iry and draw her into the sphere of domestic and 

masculine dependency. He attempts ro do so by casually disposing of the threat-the dmnken 

wornan-which he hopes will certi- that his male reason is superior to Almeda's fernale 

fragility . 

By subtly humiliating Almeda, Jarvis hopes to make her recopize that her weak 

nature needs to be complemented by his strength. Previously. despite his "solitary 

calculations of her probable worth. undoubted respectability, [and] adequate comeliness 

. . . he has not been able to imagine her as a wife" (67). Now. however. he becomes 

%ufficiently stirred" (67). Arguabb, he is not stimulated by Almeda but by his show of 

power. He can see her as a wife because he presurnes she accepts his dominance. But her 

refusal ofthe invitation that cornes across as a command-"1 will walk with you to church 

(67)-is a refusal of ail that Jarvis represents. Almeda's fear of being dominated is -pical of 

the Gothic hero or heroine: Howard observes that %e obsessive amie. and terror apparent 

in so much Gothïc fiction is supplied by the threat of one being (or institution) exeaing total 

power over anothei' (67). When Jm-is later arrives to escort Aimeda to church, "An image 
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cornes to her of tombstones" (69). It signifies a complete unravelling of her fantasies. As 

was the case for Brenda, Almeda's fantasies are thwarted by horrifying realities. 

Almeda's house symbolizes her dilemma. Facing Dufferin Street and "decent" 

Toronto fiom the front, and Pearl Street-where "no decent wornan ever would" go (56)-and 

the Swamp from the rear, it represents a psychoIogicd duality that Fleenor argues "is 

appropriate when discussing the Gothic" (4). Aimeda is tom between a desire to fit into her 

everyday world and desires for artistic and sexual fieedom. Wnting associates her with 

creativity, independence, and having a v o i c h e e  things patriarchal Toronto fears fiom its 

women. It sees her artistic creation as a "drawback" and a "barrier"(59) that has prevented 

her fiom becorning mamed; since Toronto uses the institution of marriage to sustain its 

patriarchal culture, it resents Almeda and deems her an "old maid" (58). Her madness is 

attributable to her necessarily concealed drives for independence, work, and power. Toronto 

fails to recognize that it provides the baniers inhibithg female independence, making them 

old maids before their t h e .  That Almeda's poems speak of b'ghostly voices," cemetenes, 

cnppled angels, gypsies, and the destruction of forests says much about Toronto's influence 

on her (52). That her mother "lost her reason" (59) suggests Toronto had the same effect on 

rnother as daughter and foreshadows Ahneda's hystena. 

The psychologîcal duality Fleenor observes in the Gothic is also helpfid for 

desmahg Almeda's sexud predicarnent. Almeda's sema1 desire for J a ~ s  is, on one hand, 

"normal" in the conventional sense: it represents the Aimeda who wants to fit into socieîy 

and have access to marital sexuality and intimacy. But, as Punter notes, "Gothic fiction is 

erotic at mot: it knows that to channel sexual activity into the narrow confines of 
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conventionality is repressive and in the end, highly dangerous" (1 9 1). Almeda's other self 

has unconventional sexual fantasies that stem from repression. Fantasies of .Tamis's "dark, 

kind auhority'' give her "meek shivers" and desirous fits of ''subrnission" suggesting 

masochism (60). That his "correct, orderly, heavy clothes" remhd her of her father, and that 

"memxcept for her father-seem to her deprived in some way" suggests incest (60). She 

fantasizes about taboo-breaking sex because she is deprived of sex of any kind. As Howells 

observes, "The dread of sex runs nght through Gothic fiction and is basic to many of its 

conventions of anxiety and terror. Gothic heroines suffer incessantly from persecution mania, 

and there is a high incidence of hysteria and madness among them which goes with much 

threatened brutality on the part of the villains" (13). What Almeda dreads more than no sex 

is the terror of marital sex with Jarvis and its accompanying social demands and restrictions. 

That Almeda sleeps in the room nearest Pearl Street and that she employs a Pearl Street 

wornan foretell her rejection of Jarvis and genteel Toronto in favour of the fkedoms 

symboiic in the primordial Swamp. 

The most powerful Gothic moments in Friend of My Youth occur in Parts IV and V 

of "Meneseteung," where Aimeda collapses into hysteria and madness. Showalter observes 

that madness is the "desperate communication of the powerless," and she quotes Shoshana 

Fehan saying that it is also "'the impasse confkonting those whom cultural conditioning has 

depnved the very means of protest or self-affirmation"' (5). Aimeda's madness resuits fiom 

her powerlessness in the face of the same cultural forces that deem hysteria a women's 

dîsease. Her hysteria is reflected in the surroundhg landscape; images of sexuality, brutalim 

and blood abound in Parts IV and V. When Almeda awakes fiom her %vid and distubhg 
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dreams" on a night that is "fiery hot and full of threats" (62), she collides with a reality much 

woae than anything she has dreamt of. The uncanny effects pmduced by "effacing the 

distinction between imagination and reality" (Freud, 'The Uncanny" 85) are here at 

most pronounced. 

Almeda's confrontation with the beaten woman leads to a discovery ofher camal 

thei r 

self. 

Ddik6 de Papp Can-ington observes that Munro's characters are ofien "voyeurs, watchers of 

various forbidden sights, usually, although not always, somehow sexual in nature" (8). 

Almeda's discovery of what strikes her as an animal-woman leads to a conflict between mind 

and body, between her extemal conventional attitudes and her intemal prima1 desires. Unable 

to reconcile the two, she goes mad. The seerningly supematural "yells and Iaughter and 

shneks and cmes" she hem, in addition io the "vorniting, grunting, pounding," are signs 

of the chaos her genteel self fears (63-4). She is repulsed by a "stream of abuse that contains 

ail those words which Aheda associates with danger and depravity and fou1 smells and 

disgusting sights" (63) and, when faced with the possibility that the woman may have been 

murdered, she does not help but "fdls asleep" (64). When she awakens, she hallucinates 

about the crow and leaves her "shadowy" house-with its spiders, webs, and drooping 

hollyhocks-and confronts instinct, semiality, and death. Evelyne Ender notes that 

hallucinations are common to hysterical fits and that hystena "shows the stniggle of the 

proper lady against the rnonster" (40) trying to escape nom within. The '%are breast let 

loose" and the "bare haunch and leg" Ahneda sees represent her rnonster. It so disgusts her 

that she is silenced by fear and "runs away" to Jarvis ("Meneseteung" 65). 

But part ofAlmeda is stirred by the monstrous smells and disgusting sights; her initial 
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response is a product of her conditioned femininity and not her independent, artistic, and 

natural being. She has been forced to repress her natural desires so long that she forgets she 

wants reaiity to reflect her %vid and disnirbing"dreams. As the animalistic woman "heaves 

itself ont0 al1 fours" (66) and nuis away at Jarvis's command, Almeda recognizes that her 

inability to make contact-to establish a tactile comection with a reflection of her animal 

self-has exposed a deficiency. She also sees that it has exposed a vulnerability Jarvis will 

try to exploit. She cannot object to hirn verbally because of the u ~ a t u r a l  silence dernanded 

of women. Unlike the animal-woman, who could "yowl" with "anguished pleasure" despite 

haviog a mouth "that seemed choked with blood" (63), Almeda "can't open her mouth to 

speak to him, to Say thank you. if she opened her mouth, she would retch (67). Aimeda's 

body responds with nausea to her growing instability: "Almeda feels sick. Her abdomen is 

bloated; she is hot and dizzy" (67). Kelly Hurley observes that nausea in the Gothic ''thrthrows 

the subject back into the immediate and unmistakable experience ofhis own body, affording 

the subject concrete proof of his own reality, his own undeniabie, material Thing-ness, if not 

ofhis meaningfulness" (50). Almeda's nausea reflects her disgust with the animal-woman's 

"Thing-ness," but more importantly it signifies Almeda's disgust in recognizing that part of 

herself is primal. Yowling, vomiting, glo bus hystericur, unnatural silence, and anguis hed 

pleasure harmonize to create a wild scene of confusion reflecting Almeda's mind. Though 

Ahneda cannot touch her, she and the bfiantly descnied woman become inseparable. 

Almeda is forced to realize that Toronto has denied her the fkedom to go out of her mind 

and corne to her senses. She slips M e r  into hystena as she is snicken by ambivalence. Pm 

nf her wants to escape Toronto's oppression, but she is still fnghtened and confused by her 



experience with the uncultivated. As Sedçwick observes, *ho nightmare is ever as temeing 

as is waking up from even some innocuous dream to End it tnd' (13). Almeda has been 

taught to €ear her body, and her habits and instincts battle for dominance within her 

nightmarish reality. 

Almedaos house reflects her struggle for freedom from conventional thought. 

Showalter notes that the nineteenth-century asylum's "most important feature . . . was its 

œhomishness'" (28). Almeda's house is not a place of comfort but of refuge; it is like an 

asylum that has figuntively been consumed by the larger asylum that is Toronto. Though 

Almeda locks the doors and closes the blinds in an effort ro maintah conventional thought 

and escape her attraction to wildness. it is too late. Prima1 energies have permeated her 

mind. and she experiences an intense sensory awreness: her "hearing is so s harp she seems 

to hear the paper taken out of the hune  and unfolded"; she has the sensation that 

'-tombstones are marching d o m  the street": and decorations seem 'tharged with life. ready 

to move and flow and alter. Or possibly to explode?' (69). Almeda's instincts verge on 

exploding her mind. 

Almeda's menstruation is the most powerful and graphic sign of her hysteria; it starts 

as the last of her sanity disappears. As Sho~vaiter rernarks. 

. . . the prevailkg view among Victorian psychiatrists was 
that the statistics proved what they had suspected ail dong: 
that women were more vuinerable to insanity than men 
because the instability of their reproductive systems interfered 
with their semal, emotionai, and rational control . . . . theories 
of fernale insanity were specificdy and confidentiy linked to 
the biological crises of the Fernale Me-cycle . . . . Doctors 
a rped  that the menstnid discharge in itself predisposed 
wornen to insanity. (55-6) 
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The "flow of words" (7 1) entering Almeda's mind parallels the arrivai of her menstruai flow 

which, as Showalter suggests, signifies insanity (for those in Victorian times whose agendas, 

she rightly argues, benefited by such a diagnosis). Almeda's menstruation is immensely 

symboiic. First, it represents the messiness of her psychological condition, but not without 

implying that her condition results fiom restrictions placed on her by a patriarchal culture. 

To bonow fiom Carrington, Almeda's menstruation parallels her slow drowning"in the river 

of her mind" (2 15). Carrington is right: Almeda drowns there long before she drowns in 

the Pearl Street Swamp, and Toronto causes both. Second, her menstruation represents a 

physical response to the Pearl Street woman: though "she walks upstairs leaving purple 

htprints and smelling her escaping blood and the sweat of her body that has sat al1 day in 

the closed hot room," Almeda feels "no anxiety" (71). She overcomes conventional fears 

about the body, womanhood, and semality, but at the expense of her sanity. 

Finailyand most significantly, Almeda's menstruation signals banenness. Camington 

refers to Alrneda's sudden penod as symbolic of %e absence of conceptiowthe lack of new 

creation" and suggests that the forgotten grape juice and saniiary towel "symbolize waste" 

(2 15). Almeda's talents-and her life-are indeed 'tasted" by polite sociev. Creation is 

fiindamental to Ahneda as both artist and woman, and by restricàng her artistic and feminiae 

fieedoms Jarvis and Toronto turn her creative potential into "mere rags" ("Meneseteung7' 

70). Almeda becomes "'a long way now fiom human," but only as polite Toronto defines it; 

she "doesn't see what could be done for that woman" who once considered manying Jarvis 

because she is no longer that woman (70). Given her state of min& the grape juice Almeda 

notices on the kitchen floor may or rnay not be grape juice; it may be blood. in either case, 
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the stain is significant: Aimeda, too, is stained, and the woman she desires to be "will never 

come out" (70). Carrington argues that Almeda's "certainty that her imagination does not 

compromise her ntionality is a delusion" (2 1 9 ,  and Almeda's madness is indeed confirmed 

in her claim 'griot to mistake anything else for reality" ("Meneseteung" 7 1). Her only reality 

is the one inside lier head. She hm Iost contact with the outside world because it will not 

accept her on her terms, and her death in the S wmp-whether suicide or accident-cornes as 

little surprise. DeLamotte suggests that Jane Eyre's "journey across the moors suggests the 

essential homelessness-the nameless, placeless, and contingent status-of women in a 

patriarchal society" (242). Almeda's death in the Pearl Street Swamp suggests the same. 

"Meneseteung" reads like Florence Nightingale's autobiographicd essay, 

Crrsscindrcr Showalter notes that Cassanch is a "scathing analysis of the stresses and 

conventions that drove Victorian middle-class women to silence, depression, illness? even 

lunatic asylums and death . . . . Cassandra realizes that her passion. intellect. and moral 

energy have been destroyed by the petty obligations. genteel rituais, and religious cant of a 

mindless social code . . . . society cdls her mad . . . and she dies unregardeci'' (63). Munro 

has clearly spent a great ded of time researching hystena and madness fiom histoncal, 

medical. and literary perspectives. In presenting a woman driven crazy by a society that 

cestricts her fieedoms to the point of hystena and death, Munro links Victorian realities to 

Gothîc fiction. Both deal in repression. madness. and monsters. Both are hor*ing. That 

Munro's investigative narrator adrnits that she doesn't know if Almeda "ever made grape 

jelly" (72) becomes irrelevw because if ALmeda didn't, someone in reality surely did. 



Chapter III - Dark Double Vision 

. . . the most successful aspect of the Gothic romance may weU 
have been its iosistence on the reality of the bntiooal. (Eugenia 
DeLamotte 204) 

. . . almost every sentence and paragraph Alice Munro has 
written is part of paradox, or cooveys a double vision, an 
ambiguity, or an irony. (W.R. Martin 93) 

Like Gothic writers, Muro insists on a reaiity that is dorninated by the irrational. Her 

protagonists are so deeply bewildered by fear that they have difliculty distinguishing what seemr 

real fromwhat is real; unable to rationalize what terrifies them, theydo what Gothicprotagonists 

for centuries have done: repress thei. feus. Yet repressed fear often d a c e s  without warning, 

and the consequence-as Almeda provescan be deadly. Martin's use ofthe phrase "double vision" 

reflects t hat confkontation with the selfis a dominant theme in Muuro ' s wntmg, and Ildiko de Papp 

Carrington notes that Munro's typical protagonist 'hot only watches the humiliation or the 

threatened humiliation ofothen but also often splits into two selves to watch her own humiliation" 

(6). Failure to confkont fear and dety Leads Munro's characters to become more deeply 

entangled intrymg to reconcile, to quote EveKosofiky Sedgwick, 'fvhat's &ide, what 's outside, 

and what separates them" f 12). Tomiented by an inability to balance an 'ïnside W' with the 

"outside me," Sedgwick argues, Gothic characters suffèr a "doubleness where singleness shodd 

be" that is never restored to its cc~ripinal oneness" (1 3). Patricia L. Skarda andNora Crow Jaffe 

observe that "the double or the complementarypasonality, whichrnakes psychologicaltrutha part 
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ofreality, c m  and does tem@ because it awakens fear of real and horrid possibilities" (xx). 

More than anything they imagine, Munro's protagonists in Friend of ibly Youth are &aid of 

die '-real and horrid possibilities" they see in themselves and in those around them. A 

fragmented self drives AImeda mad. and fragmentation also terrorizes protagonists in 

'-Pictures of the Ice," "Oranges and Apples," and -'Wigtime." 

In these stories, Munro's "double vision" involves more than the split selves of her 

protagonists: it also involves ambiguous chmcterizations ofother characters, divided toms, 

and irresolute endings. Collectively, these doubles cornplicate the "everyday" lives Munro 

presents and show them to be founded in fear. Sedgwick observes that Gothic writers aim 

to do more than merely Fnghten by writing about the irrational: they also seek to "open 

horizons beyond social patterns. rational decisions. and inainitionally-approved emotions 

. . . to enlarge rhe sense of realify [my italics] and its impact on the human being" (3). 

Joseph Gold and B harati iMukhe rjee sugpest that Munro also tries to "enlarge" reality in her 

fiction: Gold observes that she  es to generate and create new levels of possibility" (l;), 

and LIukhe rjee proposes that Munro "deepens the charnel of realism" (3 1). Although 

neither critic speaks of Munro in ternis of the Gothic, both draw attention to her fascination 

with surfaces and depths in fictionalizing everyday He. in Gothic witing as in hers, reality 

seems "enlarged" when scenes From everyday life are suddenly exposed in their most 

irrationai and hom@ing terms: the inability to tell between "seems reaï' and 5 s  ceal" 

constituteç a large part of Munro's protagonists' horrors. M.H. Abrarns ceminds us that 

red is  fiction tries to imitate red life expenences (1 52), and Munro's critics praise her realist 

tvriting, but her Southem Ontario is shown chie& in terrifying terms. Life consists of both 
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fear and happiness, and Munro here oniy glances at Ue's happy surfaces while gaping into its 

chilling depths. She is cleariy more interested in things cireadfil thao tranquil in this colletion, and 

her surface images ofdomestic normaiity and comfoa continualiy coilapse into episodes ofterror. 

"Pi~ichires ofthe Ice," ''Oranges and Apples," and "Wigtirne" are the only Southem Ontario 

stories that seem to have "happy" endings: Karin is inspired to leave an oppressive Logan, Murray 

and Barbara remain married despite theirconflict, and Anita and Margot seempoised to recover 

a lost fiiendship. However, a closer look reveals that Munro's everyday characters continue to 

be plagued by terror, repression, silence, and paranoia; their happiness is superficial and short- 

lived. Munro, like Gothic writers, offers flashes of love, fiiendship, and reconciliation only to 

heighten awareness ofthe darkness in human behavior. In so doing, she fùrther distances what 

could be fromwhat is and &es the t e m g  more t e m g ;  her happy endings are entirely 

provisional. DeLamotte observes a similarly lirnited (and liniiting) use of provisionai endings in 

Gothic fiction: "the hero who rescues the young woman and takes her awayto tive happily ever 

after may really be the viiiain who captures her and takes her away to live unhappily in a situation 

of confinement, sexual domination, and economic exploitation" (1 59). Both Munro and Go thic 

writers show that intemai stniggles fkcpentlyresult fiomsocialpressures, and they both address 

the disturbing differences between "hhuma" and  ma ma ne.'' 

Munro's smail t o m  thwart happiness in these stones, but unlike those unified by a Puritan 

consciousness in prevïous stories, towns are here divided by chaotic forces of change. This 

dMsionk another instance ofMunro's double vision. Wailey andLogan appea. as though twenty 

or thiay years older, but their ~sychology of cruelty' persists (Lawrence Mathews 185). 
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Protagonists cannot feel at home in what should feel like familiar and cornfortable 

surroundings because they are trapped in cruel conflicts between old and new. Jacqueline 

Howard's suggestion that the past in Gothic fiction comprises both the "fearfully strange" 

and the -*comfoningly familiar" (33) offers another paradox (and double) that applies here. 

Some in Munro's towns see change as an undesirable departure from the "comfortingly 

farniliar." For hem, it evokes Feelings of insecurity and instability . They want a simpler way 

of life and see anything new as "fearfùlly strange.'? However, others welcome change. For 

them. traditional ways are odd: they fear being left behind as technology and other signs of 

progress defme a twentieth-century world to which they would nther belong, and they seek 

anything that promises a departtue fiom the past and its antiquated customs. 

Trapped between these opposing factions, and unable to fit in, Munro's protagoiiist 

finds no peace. Friendships or love relationships are successful only temporarily and 

partially. Values like compassion. Ioydty, and trust are those for which the typical 

protagonist yeanis. but she is prevented fiom attaining them by ideas. institutions. and 

characten that represent the "new." "New?? means evil in a way that is reversed fiom the 

stories discussed in the last chapter: there, the small t o m  oppressed charactea seeklng the 

new. Here. protagonins are terrorized for not adapting to or embracing it. Each story ais0 

has at leasr one ambiguous hero? and his double role compounds the story's indeterrninacy. 

For instance, Austin, in "Pictures of the [ce." is both the storyos biggest Liar and its biggest 

saint. and his death may or may not be suicide; Victor is a "splendid and disturbing" 

newcomer in "Oranges and Apples" who rnay or may not be a liar; Reuel drives senior 

citizens to Niagara Falls in "Wigtime.'? but he may have a hankering for underage girls. 
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We are also offered a rare male protagonist in "Oranges and Apples," and Munro proves in 

Murray that women are not the only ones to suffer G o  O d h e .  Anita aod Margot 

demonstrate in "Wigtime" that fnends of youth c m  also be foes. That the best that Munro's 

protagonist can hope for is provisional happiness suggests that the real world in Friend of My 

Youth is a fkightening place to live. 

cTictures of the Ice" 

'But I Say to you, Do not resist an eddoer. But ifanyone sailces 
you on the cheek, turn the other also; and ifauyone wants to sue 
you and take yourcoat, give your cloak as weii' (Matt. 5: 38-40) 

Karin and Austin share feelings ofbeing misfits in their own communîty; neither feels at 

home in a town divided by contlicts between old and new, and both are victirns of destructive 

change. In Logan, what seem stable on the surface is ilIusory, for undemeath "it ' s the same thing. 

The old order changeth, yielding place to the new" (149). Austin has 'hunedthe other cheek" to 

Brent, and Karin, though uoable to do the same, still finds in Austin her only fiiend; she respects 

Austin's selflessness so muchthat she is w i h g  to lie to protect her image ofhimafter his death. 

Yet while Austin's altniismand the silent fkiendship between b a n d  Karin constitute two of 

Munro 's more positive moments in Fnend of My Yozrth, they are entirely overshadowed by 

Karin's isolation and Austin's death. Brent Duprey's changes to Logan have disturbing 

consequences. 

Austin's Christ-iike attniismis seen in his concern for Brent Duprey, in his treatment of 
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Karin, in his wihgness to donate his possessions to Lazms House, and in his daughter's 

c o m n t s .  Aithough Austin's "apologetic, ministerials~niie'~ saikes Karin as "shifly' (1 4O), Austin 

does Save Brent froma He ofseif-abuse and the abuse ofothers, and even frornsuicide. The latter 

is ironic, ifwe assume that Austin himseff commiis suicide. But Austin's planned move to Shaft 

Lake may imply that suicide was not his alln; his deathmay be, as suggested on the first page, the 

result of "a boating accident in a lake nobody had heard him mention" (137). Munro's double 

vision ensures that the truth about Austin's death is as elusive as the mith about his feelings. The 

water Ulÿigery that opens the story prompts attentiveness to the contrast between surfaces and 

depths-between %bat seems to be" and 'khat is." It also suggests Austin's aitniismdrowning 

under the weight of heversible change. 

Helping Brent signifies Austm's cornmitment to the principles ofChnsti@ that d e  the 

generalwewe ofthe c o m r r m n i t y a m o r a l r e ~ .  Austin demonstrates selllessness when 

he stays with Brent "on a bender" and then spends "the next week nursing himout of it, and the 

next month talkmg to himor sitcing withhimuntilBrent had decided he would not d .  anymore" 

(145). He &O shows compassion when he takes Kann into his home to care for his dl d e ;  

without sayiag anything to disgrace Karin, Austin lets herknow that he is conscious ofher abusive 

marrhgeandofférs herawayout. He is sensitive to the needs ofthose whomhe deems members 

ofhis communitymmunity Austin's brand ofreligion is quiet because he lets his altruktic actions speak for 

his faith, and thus Karin observes that"Austmrarelymentions God" (143). Even knowing that he 

has been usurped by Brent, he chooses notjist to giveLazanis Houe his possessions but instead 

to sellthemand donate cash: he thought 'ït wouid be showingniore respect1' (141). Austinmight 
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feel contempt for Brent, but he sets it aside because ofhis concem for others. He realizes that those 

in need remah in need, despite the change in their retigious leadership. Fina&, Megan's coniments 

prove Austin's altruism She tek  Karin that he is "always doing good" and that "He's never doue 

anything before for apersonal kind of reason. He alw ay s did things for some body. He ahvays 

liked to find people who neededthings done for them, a lot'' (117). Austin seems mily devoted to 

others. 

That the centrai figure in "Pictures ofthe Ice" is characterized as being both a saint anda 

Liar best exemplities how Munro creates a reality that indudes the irrational; her doubles foster an 

ambiguity that perpetutates uncertainties. Do Austin's lies make him a hero or a villain? Or bo th? 

1s his departure rational or irrational? He comments to his daughter that "guilt is a sin and a 

seduction. I've said that to many a poor sou1 who liked to walow in it. Regret's another matter. 

How could you go through a long üfe and regret it?' (146). 1s this an ironic reflectionofhis own 

feelings? Does he feelguiity for losing the church, or is he more dismayed that religion is changing? 

Munro's double vision so imbues this story that answers are elusive; we never know what Austin 

reafiy feeis. But one thing is certain: his good deeds lead to his own demise. He is "shafted" by 

those who want him and his tcanquil faith banished to a desolate place like Shaft Me. 

Though Austin feels duped by Brent Duprey and his followers, he contains his gnCetS, ifhe 

does commit suicide in Shaft Lake, it may be that his repressions killhimjust as Ahneda's did her. 

Austins's pian to teach elsewhere, Karin suspects, signifies that he '?neam to wear himselfout, 

quick, qw on people as thankless as possible, thankless as Brent," and she notes that if 

Loganites were to discover Austin's pian, "somebody might stop himgoing. Slipping out ftom 
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under, fooling them, enjoying it" (1 54). Austin, k e  Almeda, is an uducky victimo fa pitiless world 

that does not want him His isolation and death are byproducts of change without compassion, and 

he realizes that to screamout in opposition wodd be point less. Much O fw  hat Austin achiallysays 

in the stoyand he rarely speaks-conmrtutes white lies about his funire. He says Little about his 

present because he knows he cannot undo Brent 's changes; here, as elsewhere in the collection, 

unnatura1 silence results fiom fear of gossip, interference, and humiliation. 

Karin and Austin share a secret and silent f?iendship, but it, too, is thwaned by Logan's 

destructive changes. Brent and his foiiowers force Austin to leave, and Kann is equaiiy isolated: 

'"no body came up to her place" (149). S he bas quit going to church after Brent 's conversion and 

has Little other social contact. Karin is highly alert to changes in Austin in the weeks prior to his 

departme. Karin observes that he "seems s h w  (15 1) and that '"oe's changed. 1 see him 

everyday and I could have told yod' (138). She also observes a "downward siide" on Austin's 

mouth when he smiles; ironically, it reflects bothhis emotional state and hers (1 46). Only Austin 

and Karin go to take pictures of the ice on the ciay they go: "nobody else is d o m  there" (15 1). 

Their tnendship is based on shared isolation; like the ice shapes, it is both an "uniikely formation" 

and ' c l e f i ~ h e d "  bythe story's end (1 5 1). Karin's beiiefthat Austin Ycnew that she caught on 

to him, she understood what he was up to" creates, in Karin' s eyes, "a iink beyond the usual" 

between themthat is prevented nom flourisbing (1 55). In seeing that Austin found a way to escape 

Logan, Karin is inspired to do the sarne afler she l e m  of his death, but her happiness will be 

lirmited at best. 

Austm and Brent Duprey qresent a h d a m m i ~ c t i o n b e t  %ebg Chriah" aod 
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"acting religious." Brent and his foiiowers are characterized as only superficiaily reiigious and as 

destructive. Not just Brent but 'people in his own [Austin's] church" want ed "a strict er, more 

ferocious kind ofChnstianity" (1 42). This suggests that loyalties to tradition are weak and that 

Austin's brand ofreligion is ineffective. Change here is severe: they "cut Austin out" (142) and 

replace himwith "more noise and praying and siaging and not so much quiet, persuadiag talk" 

(145). Lazms House is the most powerful symbol of the cootrast between "Christian" and 

?eligious." It was re-named by Brent, who decided 't would be better to have a name that is more 

religious, more Christian'' (141). It is clear fiomMunro's characterizationofBrent that the pairing 

(and order) of the two temis in this sentence is ironic and is ment to draw attention to the 

dif3erence between appearance and reality. That Brent "got a hold" of Tumaround House '%y 

becoming more religious than Austin" (14 1) suggests that Brent 's me belief is in poiiticaland not 

spiritual powers. Unlike Austin's Tumaround House, which was "a place for peopie to stay who 

wanted to stop drinking or some other way of Me they were in," Lazams House is 'how a bom- 

again sort ofplace, with nightlong sessions ofpraying and singing and groaning and confessing" 

(141). It isreminiscent ofthe churchwhose Cameronianreligioncontncbutedto Eliie'smadness 

and death. Munro does not just show the new repiacing the old in Logan but emphasizes the loss 

of the old; what Brent presents as a step forward is actuaily detenoration. Austin and his "old 

pafsonage" (139) are supplanted by a "born-again" (14 1) religion dependent on powerpolitics; 

Brent knows how to 'bake the nght impression" and "get govemment money" (145), and 

ev-g that Munro attnbutes to Brent is somehow "new" but superficial-his job, his house, his 

make-over of the church, and his religion, for instance. 
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There are two biblical Lazmses-one raised From the dead (John 1 1 5 8 )  and the other 

in heaven with Abraham (Luke 16:19)-and it is possible that Munro's "Lazanrs House" 

refee to both. In the first context, "Lazanis House" symbolizes Austin's having saved Brent 

Duprey fiom a lifestyle destined to end in death; Austin "pulled and pulled on Brent until he 

pulled him right out of the life he was leading" (142) as if pulling him from a grave. 

Ironically. Austin has the favour retumed: Brent's spintual rebirth pulls Austin out of his 

lifestyle with deadly consequences. The second Lazams reference suggests that Austin's 

poverty-the loss of his church, his followers, and his life-may be redeemed in the afterlife: 

There was a rich man who was dressed in purple and fine 
linen and who feasted surnptuously every day. And at his gate 
Lay a poor man named Lazarus. covered with sores, who 
longed to satisfy his hunger with what fell from the nch 
man's table; even the dogs would corne and lick his sores. 
The poor man died and was carried away by the angels to be 
with Abraham. The rich man also died and was buried. In 
Hades, where he was being tormented, he looked up and saw 
Abraham far away with L m  by his side. He c d e d  out. 
-Father Abraham, have mercy on me. . . for I am in agony in 
these flames.' But Abraham said? 'Child, remember that 
during your Lifetime p u  received your good thùigs, and 
Lazarus in like manner evil things; but now he is comforted 
here. and you are in agony. Besides al1 this, between you and 
us a great chasm has been ftued so that those who might want 
to pass fkom here to you camot do so, and no one can cross 
Eom there to us.' (Luke 16: 19-26) 

if Brent is cast as the rich man and Austin as the poor man. Munro's dus ion  suggests that 

Austin warrants sympathy and that Brent will eventually get his due. Austin's emotional 

tonnent does not prevent him fiom continuhg to help othes; even as he plans his secret 

h e  of relative anonymity in the wildemess. his chiefconcem remains carîng for the needy. 
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Karinys reference to Brent as a snake Links h i .  to Satan and the undenvorld, Karin is 

clearly biassed because ofwhat Brent has done to her, but his words and actions nevertheless 

sustain her view O fhim as sinister. After maqing Karin, they 1We in a slaughterhouse that smeiis 

ofpigs and an odor that Karin 'V~ought was blood" (143). When dnmk, Brent not oniy grunts iike 

an aniinak"'God damn that Morris! God-damn seps caved in. I'm going to sue the shit out of 

him God damn Fuck!"' (144)-but he acts üke one. Munro's image ofBrent d o m  on al1 fours 

sniffùlg the fioor for blood is disturbing. His "clouds O fboozy breath" add to the uncanny domestic 

environment in the slaughterhouse they caii home. Once again, the distinction between "house" and 

%orne" drawn by Freud's interpretation of the uncanny applies. Brent worked at Moms 

Fordyce's construction company for a while but quit it for a destructive job: "cutting up ûees" 

(143). Andwhere Moms was able to shed his dysfunctionalpast and cany onwith Me-despite 

his mother's bizarre behaviour-the snake Brent merely changes skins foilowing his "conversion" 

to Chnstianity: 'Tt was the same as he was d e r  three or four beers when there was no way he 

could stop himseiffiomgoing for more. He was b ~ i n g .  And soon enough he burst out of 

Austin's hold and took a good part ofthe churchwith him" (145). Brent is seductive enough to 

entice Austin's foilowers to leave, and he is desmied as having an ' kocen t  and coMivingl' 

appearance ( L M )  like Victor's in ''Oranges and Apples." Just as a young Joan blindlywonhipped 

hermother with disastrous consequences in "Oh, What Avails," those who foliow Brent Duprey 

are figuratively swdowed whole by the power ofbelief in something larger than themselves- 

somethmg d-c, enticing, and dangerous. As was the case with.Joan, however, it may oniy be 

a matter of time before reality shatters the? blind worship with devastating consequences. 
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Karin's empathy for Austin results from her ht-hand knowledge of Brent's 

destructive potential; M n  and Austin's bond is silent because both fear the potential power 

of Brent's spoken word. Logan has s h o w  itself to shift loyalties quickly because of Brent's 

voice, and Karin and Austin fear humiliation and isolation because of it. konically, Brent7s 

ultimatum to Karin more closely reflects his old self than any new and more enlightened 

version of it: "He said he was giving her a week to decide. No more drinking, no more 

smoking, Christ as her Saviour. One week" (145). Brent believes in a "new" that disregards 

those it displaces. Karin once felt victirnized by Brent, who told her to "fùck off' (150) 

when she sought cab fare to take their sick newbom to the hospital(150), and she feels 

equally victimized following Brent's religious rebirth. He has a new life, but she is left with 

5 e  haunting reminder of a horrifjbg past. Karin's dead baby becomes her ghost, and her 

Lingering obsession with thinking of new ways to tonnent Brent reflects the depth and scope 

ofher suffering. Inanother illustration of Munro's Gothic double vision, Karin's descriptions 

of the death of her baby ironically apply to Austin. She recalls of her baby that "he probably 

would have died no matter what," "he might have died," and "he probably would have died 

anyway" (147). Each utterance reflects Karin's repression of sharne; she thinks she is 

responsible for her baby's death, but these thoughts are irrational. When thinking this way, 

she forgets that she did what she could to Save the baby and that Brent may be responsible 

for its death. Figuratively, Brent also killed Austin's "baby," Tumaround House, and he is 

indkectly responsible for Austin's literal death. Like Karin, Austin feels ashamed for having 

lost a bLchild." Ironîcally, Brent's list of victims grows despite his spirituai rebirth. 

But Brent is not alone in causing Austin's demise; he is accompanied by Loganites 
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moving forward without stopping to look back, and it matters littie who leads the charge. 

Brent and those who want his changes are also like the ice formations: they are hard and 

cold, and some are "monsters" and others "animais" (151). in the end, though Karin and 

Austin share the common bond of silent fifendship, theirs is indeed an incidental formation 

that is slowly melted by dark changes and the death and destruction they breed. Any notion 

of intimate Friendship in "Pictures of the Ice" dies with what Brent and Logan do to Austin 

and, to a lesser degree, to Karin. Happiness is thwarted not by surreal ghosts but by the very 

real darkness Munro shows to exist in hurnanity. Kuin rnay leave Logan, but she will never 

escape it; Munro insists that hellish mernories accornpany her. 

"Oranges and Apples" 

. . . it seems to me impossible to make much sense out of 
Gothic fiction without continua1 recourse to the concept of 
paranoia . . . . [Gothic fiction is] fiction in which the 
'implicated' reader is placed in a situation of ambiguity with 
regard to fean w i t h  the text, and in which the amibution of 
persecution remains uncertain and the reader is invited to 
share in the doubts and uncertahties which pervade the 
apparent story. (Punter 183) 

Because not howing is the primary source of Gothic terror, 
the essential activity of the Gothic protagonist is 
interpretation. (DeLamotte 24) 

"Oranges and Apples" includes elements of fkîendship and love that become eclipsed 

by the gloomy realities of "everyday" lîfe, and Munro again uses confiicts between old and 

new to fiame the Gothic fear and paranoia that tonnent her protagonist. "Oranges and 
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Apples" ciiffers fiomthe other stories in the collection, however, in two ways: first, the protagonist 

is d e ;  second, Murray Zeigler's shame, anxiety, and fear combine to create a paranoia unlike that 

found inany other story. Punter's observation that Gothic fictionmvitesus to share in doubts and 

uncertainties applies to this story. Punter ako observes that t is in its "concem with paranoia, with 

barbarismandwith taboo that the vital effort of Gothic fiction resides; these are the aspects ofthe 

ten@hg to which Gothic constantly, and hauntingly, retums" ( 1 84). Munro's "vital effort" in 

"Oranges and App les" is the convincing development ofMmy's paranoïa. Further? the relation 

of"'Barbara" to '%arbarism" is a direct one for Murray: as he becomes more deluded, he begins 

to see her as brutally abandooing him and he responds with Gothic ambivalence. That Munro 

chooses a male to experience such paranoia suggests that men can be just as fiightened and 

insecure--and can perceive themselves to be as equaiiy persecut ed-as any woman at any tirne. 

Murray and Almeda coqlement each other perfectly. 

One of the most disnirbing qualities of  'Oranges and Apples" is that it may CO nt ain many 

lies and deceptions or it may contain none; it is replete with unsettling ambiguities and mysteries, 

and DeLamotte's comment that "mknowingis the primary source ofGothic t a o r "  (24) applies 

to Murray and reader alike: neither he nor we can detemine whether Victor is villainous or whether 

Barbara is attracted to hkn In aninnnensely important but completely unsuspicious paragraph, 

several pages uito the aory, the omniscient narrator leaps forward several years and relates- 

casually, incidentaliy, and as though looking back on a cnsis that never happened-that Barbara 

and Murray have not thought about Victor much since he iefi (1 14). Tnis pivotal paragraph 

establishes that Barbara and Victor's e g e  has survived the dark events that constitute the 
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remainder ofthe story, and it gives the impression that Victor's presence had no Iasting impact on 

their marriage. When we retum to the narrative's present and read on, we eventuaiiy discover 

Barbara at Sunset S teps trying to piacate Mmy7s  fears that she betrayed him: 'Tt wasn' t mything. 

It wasn't anything bad. There isn't anything to wony about9'(l 35). Shesem to mo Wy Murray 

into believing that everythiag will be ailrîght; he responds, "OX" (1 35). Both scenes suggest that 

the couple's marriage is stable folowing Victor's departure. However, Barbara's cnicial last words 

in the story-"That's a Lie" (136bast the stabihy oftheirmarriage into doubt. Munro's settings? 

her characterization ofVictor as an ambiguous villain, and her development ofMurray's paranoia 

contriiute to the story's indeterminate conchision. Mway and Barbara's d a g e  may be stable 

on the surface, but it is rippling with Gothic undercurrents. 

That Victor is "the new" and M m y  fears becoming 'Yhe old" is the most obvious instance 

ofMurray 's irrationaiity, but it is precededby Murray's irrational decision in the sixties to try to 

change the way his generahons-old family business was conducted. It resulted inatàilurethat stiU 

haunts him. The younger Waileywas fkagmented by those who favoured change and those who 

were apprehensive aboutit. Waiieyunderwent an "orgy of smashmg andrenovating" to which 

Murray subscnbed andin which cceverything fiomaneariiertime was beingtornup, swept away, 

left to rot, disregarded" (133). Murray's financial min resulted from his attempt to change; his 

business Mure transhtedinto feelings ofworthiessness and cLLloa credïbiliif" (1 10). Murray also 

lost his self-respect and sense of independence; he felt humili'ated and became insecure. E s  

attempts to shroud his feelings offdure behind off-hand focalizedphrases like "Does it deserve 

to be caiied a classic?" constitute denial and repressed grief. The rapid penod of change in 
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younger Walley-descnied as ''ksanity'? (1 1 O)-4as an ironic meaning for Murray in the present. 

His near insanity because of what he imagines happening between Victor and Barbara is 

foreshadowed decades eark by his self-admitted "death wish" o f  'tearing the old buildings down 

and presewhg ody a rerrmant ofthe fouudation" (1 10). He once acted irrationally and it cost him 

dearly. His insecinities have since prevented him fiom seeing the world around himthrough rational 

eyes. Waiiey, in the story's present, is amidst a retum to codorting old ways, but a reversion to 

the past terrifies Murraybecause his stillhaunts him: 'Tt is hard to tind anybody who is not in favor 

ofshadetrees and general stores, pumps, bams, swings, oooks andcrannies. But Murray himseif 

can't quite recail the pleasure he took in these things, or find much shelter" (133). Murray is like 

Cornelius in "Five Pointsyyand the unnamednarrator in the title s t o y  allremain tortured by the past. 

Munro's characterization ofVictor Sawk@ as an ambiguous villain fùrther b k  Murray's 

perceived reaiity. Victor, as the new man in town and as the potential replacement lover for 

Barbara, may or may not be a liar, seducer, and b a y e r ,  similarly, what attracts Munayto Victor 

--his charm, h i .  foreignaccent, and his d a n h g  stories, forinstance-may be rnere illusions or they 

maybe therealthmg. It is impossible to know whether Victor is honea or deceitfùlon any count. 

He is paradoxicaily 'csplendid and disturbing" (1 14) and has the propensityto stirup "ripples of 

attention, misgiving, excitement" (1 16). He enjoys night shifts at the salt mine which, as in 

"M~eneseteung?~ and Tive Points," links hùnto the underworld, as do his comments that '7 sleep 

beautifidy" and ''I h d  peace" in a CO ffin-like "litt le box O fa roomunder the hot fiat roof' (1 25). 

That Victor also speaks Polish and is descnied as "polished" is a nice touch on Munro's part: 

Poland is not fa r m v e d  fkom Transylvania. 
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Victor displays some ofthe features ofthe Byronic hero; he is moody and rnysterious, he 

desires personal fieedom, and he feeis persecuted for having been rejected by his country's mditary 

and persecuted byhis M e .  The correspondence between Sawicky and "slickly" or "wicked" is 

not to be overlooked, for Victor may be "sleek" (1 14) in the same devilish and disturbing sense 

that Brent Duprey is. Like Brent'q his disturbiagpresence both electifies and Frightens: he either 

scatters the clerks "like a cat among the pigeons" or draws them into "standing around in 

amazernent" (1 14-15). Finaiiy, like Munro, Victor is a storyteler. Barbara suspects him of 

embellishing stories, but her suspicions are no more founded m fact than are Murray's suspicions 

that she and Victor are seniaily atrracted. Victor is like a ghost: his "reai" self lies in shadows 

somewhere beyond the narrative. 

The ma Gothic feature of "Oranges and Apples" is Murray's parmoia. It stems fiom 

ambivalence: he is honified bythe thought oflosing Barbara to Victor but so idoüzes Victorthat 

he camot end their fiiendship. Murray's worship ofVictor ultimate1y9 and ironicdy, contributes 

to h i .  delusions ofbetrayai and persecution. Whether the seductive Victor-the "sleek and princely 

animal'' with ''ppaiolive" skin, protniding eyes, and large teeth (1 14- 1 SMctually has sexwith 

Barbara becomes less important than Murray's imagining that he cuuld ifhe wanted to-and that 

Barbara wouid willinglyparticipate. Zeigler's Resort, Murray's office, and the beachsymbolize 

Murray's increasing instabiiity. Zeigler's Resort lies on "rough a n d w  (1 08) land that suggests 

Murray's "ride" in the fnghtening story he begins to consmict. His office, a "little cageyy with 

'fmought-iron walls around it" (1 16) paralleis bis psychologid state; his mind becomes bis prison 

as he becornes convinced of Barbara's attraction to Victor, 
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Where it may be tempting to see imagery of regeneration and hope in the peaceful 

descriptions of the beach, and in the newness of the boardwalk and bandstand, the flight of 

seventy-eight Sunset Steps goes dom to the water. Here, a boulder that est appears as 

%eautifùi" soon reveak itselfto be like Murray: "split diagonal& and the halves fÏtted together not 

quite accurately" (134). Murray sees the h e  in the rock as "a fault," but the line reflects his 

inability to reconcile his rational and irrational halves. That the boulder c k s t  have corne fiom 

before the last Ice Age" and %as far older than the shore on which it sat" suggests that Murray, 

Like protagonists eisewhere in FnendofMy Youth, has aged prematurely (134). Finaily, the water 

ofULac Mer Douce" is not always soft and beautifil-it can "change color" and 'him ugly" in a 

hurry(134). The water's perpenial fluidÏty paraiiels Murray's unstable emotiom and perceptions; 

the water, "ail the time returpiageating, aiterhg the shore," &O has the same geological efict that 

Murray's imagination has on his rationalmind-erosion (1 34). Munay's ability to think rationally 

erodes as he aiiows fear to dominate him, 

Victor's arrivalin Walley brings with t a gradualshift in narrative perspective that draws 

us into Murray's ambivalence and closer to his fear. The third-person oarrator graduaily focusses 

onMmy'sperceptions, and heremains the focalizer for therea ofthe story. Throughthis SM, 

what is happening outside ofMurray's head grows increasmgly indeteminable. Aithough Murray's 

decline seems to begin shortly after Victor's arriva it is prefaced by the crucial statement that a 

"capacity for worship had been noticeable in him ail through his school days" (108). The 

insecirrities Murray d a e d  as a result ofhis business fàihrre contrîbuted to h i .  already-developed 

capacity for worship, and we see himin the present as submissive and dependent. Es worship is 
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dangerous and fnghtening, and when he is forced to choose between worshipping Barbara 

and worshipping Victor he becomes confùsed and angry. Part of him favours Victor: "for the 

first t h e ,  he thought that Barbara's cynicism was automatic and irritating" (1 18). Murray 

recently admired Barbara as a %old black-and-white lily out of the Swamp Irish-Loma 

Doone with a rougher tongue and a stronger spine," and he felt "happier than he'd been at 

any time since he lost his faith" (1 07-8). But since Victor's arriva1 he has become "not proud 

of' her and feels persecuted by her "showing off her body, which was Iavish" (120). He 

hegins to think that there is b'something unsure, risky, excessive" about her clothes and that 

she is "sharnelessly showing cleavage" (120). Murray's worship of Victor prompts him to 

doubt his love for Barbara and her loyalty to him. 

But the other part of Murray is used to worshipping Barbara. In an attempt to paciQ 

his growing conceni that she will betray and abandon M e  latter of which seems to strike 

Murray as more h o r r i f j i n ~ e  tells himself that "She was not really very passionate" (120). 

He feels "despair and comption" during his "destructive" (129) lovemaking session- 

despair because he is desperate to keep her, and corruption because he is ashamed of that 

srnail piece of hirn that is assertive and that becomes exposed during wild passion. Murray 

cannot help but hope that he can satisfy Barbara to ensure her fidelity. Because we have only 

Munay's perspective, we have no idea whether his concerns are rationally founded. Our own 

"not knowing" (DeLamotte 24) draws us nearer to Murray's ambivalence. 

That Murray blames the failed b e r  party on Beatnce is another sign ofhis devotion 

LJ Victor, and it shows he is tumbling deeper into htionality. M m y  becomes exhilarated 

at the prospect of showing Victor and Barbara "off to each other" but becomes disappointed 



when he thinks that "each seemed standoffish, lukewarm, nervous, ironical" (1 18). His 

disappointment marks the beginning ofjealousy and anticipates bis more confused emotional aate, 

where it di appear as though this meeting marked some kind of irnrnediate sexual attraction 

between Victor and Barbara. At the height ofhis fears, Munay wili 'teplay" the dinner party and 

see what the paranoid part ofhis mind wants him to see: that Victorand Barbara were pretending 

not to be infatuated with desire fiom the start. 

Victor's increasingiy fiequent appearance at Mumy and Barbara's home brings with it an 

increasing uncanniness; Murray's home no longer cornforts h i .  but instead becomes nightmarish. 

The narrator's description ofthe trio sitting in the back yard, drinking gin, explaios an effect which 

is at once Gothicaily sublime and yet darkly realistic: 

They could hear sprinklers, and sometimes distant shneks, police 
sirens, laughter. That was the sound of television programs, 
coming through the open windows and screen doors along the 
street. Sometimes there was the slap of screen doors closing as 
people left those programs behind for amoment, and boisterou 
but uncertain voices calling into the other back yards where 
people sat drinking, as they did, or watching the sky. There was 
a sense ofpeople's LNes audible but solitary, floatiog fiee ofeach 
other under the roofofbeechand maple branches in fiont ofthe 
houses, and in the cleared spaces behind, just as people in the 
same r o o 4  taking, float fiee on theedgeofsleep. The sound of 
ice cubes tinkling unseen was meditative, comforting. (123) 

Murray cannot 'ïloat fiee" of either Barbara or Victor, who rernain solitas, and strong, and though 

this passage seerns to reflect an "everyday" tranquilrnoment in the domestic life ofBarbara and 

Murrayand in Wailey as a whol&t qui~ktydissokes in light ofthe games that accompany it. The 

first garne is "Barbara swing and Murray defending" (122); t is a hostile game played because 
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Murray worships Victor and resents Barbara's unwillingness to do the sarne. The second game, 

fkornwhich the story gets its title, also reflects Mmay's deteriorating relationship with Barbara as 

a result of Victor's amval: 

It was a game of choices, going fiomvery easy to very hard . . 
. . The reaiiy hard choices could be between two things you Iiked 
very much or between two things that were for some reason 
almost impossible to compare. There was no way to win. The 
pleawe was in thioking up tormenting choices or in being 
tormentedbythem, and the endcame oniywhen somebody aie& 
'1 give up. 1 can't stand it. It's too stupid. I don? want to think 
about it anyrnore.' (123) 

Munro's "double vision" persists with this game ofpleasurable torment. Victor and Barbara are 

“impossible t O compare" and yet Murray worships t hem both and persecutes himselfby doing so. 

He can no more 'W in choosing between themthan cm he "Win" by findhg the fortinide to quit 

worshipping altogether. Instead, he chooses to remain in a state of self-abuse that is at least 

familiar-and that serves as another instance of masochism in F m d  of My Youth. 

Mrray's apparent desire for tonnent nourishes his ambivalence. He ieaves Barbara and 

Victor alone-as though he wills themto betray him-and is disappointed to discover themL'ttallcing 

some treacherous ordinary talk" (1 28). He feels a "tem%le eiation" (129) imagining Victor and 

Barbara touching and caressing each other in his absence. He also insists that Barbara take the 

blankets to Victor and, it seerns, without intending to do so as a test. Murray says nothing to 

Barbara about his feelings ofjealousy and insecunty, and insteadawaits what he suspects will be 

his inevitable displacement. His 'pieasurable fear," 'hameless dread," and "unnaturaisilence" are 
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The scene in which Murray comes home from work marks the climax of his paranoia, and 

it is temfjhg not only for Murray but for us. An image of Victor in the window "as though 

he had a gas mask on" (1 26) reminds us that Munro's fiction, like the Gothic, can be affective 

art. When Murray sees Victor through his own binoculars-in another brilliant flash of 

Munro's "double visioGMurray 's immediate response is not fear but arousal: he envisions 

Victor's "powerful but controlled and concentrated excitement" (127). It may be that Murray 

has his own semal attraction to Victor; if so, it would be yet another breach of traditional 

taboos in F m d  of My Youth. Regardless, Murray's fascination is soon ovenhadowed by the 

horrors he imagines. He perceives Barbara as though "inviting him [Victor]. Promking-no, 

she already was providinehe most exquisite cooperation," and as though experiencing a 

"constant npple passing over her, with Little tums and rwitches. Stimngs. Shiflings. It was 

unbearable to watch . . . it was obscene and enthralling and unbearable" ( 127). Murray is 

trapped in his head with irrationality and ambivalence. He sees himself as though in a "scene 

from a movie. A cornedy" (127), but his state of mind is no laughing matter. He rushes 

away fiom in silence, suggesthg hysteria, and though Murray considers his entire life 

"transparent" (127), his vision (and version) of reality is anything but clear. The most 

powerful and uncanny of his delusions is that afier Barbara has left hun for Victor, the new 

couple "might establish a household and ask him over in the evenings. And he might go" 

(132). And he might go. As though it is not disturbing enough to invite us to watch Murray's 

degradhg alienation fkom his own home, Munro insists that we envisage hîm submitting 

himself to more humiliation in theirs. Murray would go because he knows no better; his 

capacity for worship is boundless and his desire for punishment inexhaustiile. 
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Though Barbara appears to console Murray with pacifj6ng words at the story's end, not 

for a rninut e does Munro allow that they will live happily ever fier. "Oranges and App les," k e  

b ' P i ~ e s  ofthe Ice," offèrs themes offïiendship and happiness only long enough to subvert them 

with the chilling realities of Southern Ontario's "everyday" We. Neit her Victor nor Barbara can be 

objectively identified as dainous because we rernain trapped with Murray h ide  ofhis head, and 

what ''reaily" happens outside of t is never knowable. In resembling the Gothic, "Oranges and 

Apples" is less concemed with characterizations of Victor and Barbara as evil than it is with 

offering a convincing characterwhose imdgination makes themeviL Murray's desire for pleasurable 

torment reflects the Gothic, but Munro also ensures our pleasure and torment: we find pleasure in 

watching Munro create her dark reaiity, but we are bothered by Murray's self-abuse. Munro's 

Southern Ontario is indeed irrational. And yet Gothicaiiy reaL 

They couid never be deeply unhappy, because they betieved that 
somethingremarkable was bound to happen to them They could 
become heroines; love and power of some sort were surely 
waiting. (Mm0 , "Wigtime," 253) 

"Wigtime" begîns as a story about two niends becomingreacquainted after thirty years of 

separation, but t soon reveak itselfto be another display ofnigh-sh deceptions, betrayals, 

shame, and humiliation. As the last story m Fnend ofMy Youth, it is sipnincant that as f3aiwords 

are, "And they are fairly happy" (273): this ending is no less provisional than any other in the 

coildon. The blurred perspectives, partidtmths, and incompleteresolutions ofconflict mate 
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ambiguities in "Wigtime," and Munro's temporal and narrative shiftsthe leaps between past and 

present and her use of not one, but two, focalizerAo the sarne. lmages of doubles and halves 

abound, signifying the schism in Anita and Margot's fi-iendship. The collection's title, Friend ofMy 

Youth, also has special significance in "Wigtime," for any inclination to believe t hat Anita and 

Margot can rekindle a fiiendship d e r  thirty years m u t  be tempered with consideration ofthe past 

that shattered it. Her settings, ber characterization of Reuei, and her portrayal of Anita and 

Margot's fiiendship as fiactured are the best indications that the past hauts the present and that 

Munro's Southem Ontario reality remains irrational, ambiguous, and sinister. 

Margot's homes past and present show that events in youth invariably determine adult 

happiness. Margot, as an adult, bas a 'hew house overlooking the harbor" that has 'put some 

noses out ofjoint across the Street, in the handsome hundred-year-old houses" (244). Clearly, 

Margot continues to dimpt stability as an adult as she did as a teenager; whether she destroyed 

Teresa's marriage to Reuel and betrayed Anita's fiiendship intentionally or carelessly remains 

mystenous. Margot now deems "aii that naturalwood look.. .passé9' (245), suggesting that she 

rejects the past and is living in the present. Yet the h g  roomthat Anita cannot enter, descnbed 

as "exquisite, shadowy, inviolate" (245), impiies that Margot's present is unstable, that it is 

accompanied by hidden secrets andrepressedauths that she would rather not have Anita explore. 

Thoughshe and Reuel built a new house, old memones haunt Margot. TheH new borne 

covers up "children's secret paths" (249, but Margot's dark childhood secrets creep through the 

floorboards ofher mind. When she later asks Anita, Bione ofthe story's m a  ironic moments, ''I 

don't know-do you think t was love?" (273), we ask, 'To whomis Margot referrineTeresa or 
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herseW Munro aligns Margot with newness; she suggests that a young Margot plowed on ioto 

the future afler steahg Reuel from Teresa with the same "bold lassitude" (25 1) that may have 

proqted Reuel to choose h a  over Anita to beginwith. Margot shows littleremorse for those she 

hurt in her youth, and she ends up with Reuel's house after the divorce senlement. Yet Margot's 

question rnay be self-reflexive. It may suggest that she s a e r s  sharne and humiliation for having 

desnoyed Teresa's M a g e  and that the guilt she bas been hiding below the M a c e  of her 

everyday life for thirty years is beginning to emerge with Anita's return. 

Descriptions ofyoung Margot's house are remindful ofthe uncanny; her house is not a 

home but a source of fear, anxiety, chaos, and desmiction. It bas a %omble srneil ofburning 

feathers . . . . blood puddled on the oilciothed table and dripping to the floor" and, most 

hportantiy, Margot's fàther's "temble tempe? (246). Here, Margot's '%ther drove themdhard, 

and Margot said they'd think he was sick ifhe diddt bit somebody before breakfast" (247). 

Margot's fiither is emotiondiy sick, and though "Margot laughed" when being chased by the 

'%apless cornedian. . . no matter what he did," Anita accurately observes that "The thhg that 

Margot kept back . . . was how it must really be at home, with her father" ((2%). The bizarre 

environment shaping Margot's youth wiliinfluence her adulthoodw as Joan's did in "Oh, What 

AvaiIs." Margot was taught to repress the truth eariy in lifé and she still rnay be doing it. Munro 

draw s attention once again to parental influence. The imagery of blood foreshadows the pain and 

suffering Margot wiii expaience as aresult ofher youthtiildecision to marry Reuekjust as Teresa 

mmïed himand experienced the same-and it links Reuel to her father in a manner that hints at 

shadowy incestuous desire. Reuei's "unspecific contempt" (254) is ako like Margot's father's. 
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Dysfunctional adulthood almost always has fàmily roots in Munro's fiction, and the 

"crowdedness and confusion" (246) of young Margot's environment forebode her choice of 

Reuel. 

Complementing the profound Southem Ontario Gothic aura that Anita and Margot 

must suMve as children is a Walley '-set up like a barricade" (15 1) reminiscent of Toronto 

in "Meneseteung." Houses and stores are also described as "barricades" (252). Metaphors 

for secrets hidden in the mind, these physical fortresses are overshadowed only by what 

could easily be called "Gothic High." The girls' school is *'like a fortress. with its narrow 

windows and decorative ramparts of dark-red brick, its Iong flight of steps and daunting 

doors. and the Latin words cut in Stone: Scientia dtqrre Probitas'? (232). Here. pictures of 

"royalty and dead educators" hang on walls. lights in the assembly hall are "harsh." and 

humiliation is ggirnminento'(752). In one of Munro's few Light moments in the collection. she 

offers an academic "umamable dread" that becomes named and yet remains dreadfid for 

those whose tum it is: Yizfront of the class?' (252). 

Gossip is pandemic in Munro's small-town Southen Ontario. The girls' fear of 

"being Iaughed at for countrified contrivances" (248) is one example. Fear of what 

townspeople rnight think or say plagues protagonists throughout the collection, and here the 

threat is as strong in adulthood as in youth. Anita's mother and her Puritan obsessions with 

proprïety-in addition to the humiliation she atternpts to cast on Anita for failing to meet her 

expectations-add to the bizarre environment; Anita's mother f e m  gossip more than the 

danger Reuel poses to her daughter. Despite her hysterïa after d i s c o v e ~ g  Reuel and Lana 

Margot's worry is not about leavine but about who d g h t  be watcbg:  --she'd have to do it 
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al1 herself, right in the rniddie of everybody's gossipwhich she'd had enough of once before" 

(270). "Once before" undoubtedly refers to the gossip foiiowing her betrayal of Teresa. More 

gossip wouid have surrounded Teresa's supposed suicide attempt. The two scenes are related 

with the appropriate prescription ofMunro7s double vision, as which ofthe two eventsthe betrayal 

or the suicide attempt-was more hunnliating for Margot remains unanswered. 

Reuel Muences happiness and aisexy in ' Wigtirne," and his characterization as ambiguous 

M e r  overshadows themes ofiKendship andrecondiation in the story. At fïrst sight, Reuel seems 

decent and cariog; he is referred to merebas 'Margot's husband" and as a man who %as doue 

well" by taking "chiidren to school and senior citizens to see the blossoms inNiagara" (244-45). 

But Reuel may also seem a villain, given his CO ld indifference, unnatural silence, and two-time 

maritalinfidelity. However, to callhimvillainous is complicated byuncertainties. Does he seduce 

Margot or does she go willingly? Did Margot and Reuel actualiy have sex? What is Teresa's tme 

cbaracter? We have only Anita' s and Margot's accounts ofher, and nether is objective. How 

oldwas Margot when aii ofthis happened? Cm Reuelbe added to the list oftaboo-breakers (and 

law-breakers) in Friend ofMy Youth? It is probably no coHicidencethat both Margot and Lana 

are assigned an age near eighteen when they become involvedwith Reuel, because 'hear eighteen" 

borders on legal sexual consent. By not answe~g  any of these questions, Munro creates 

ambiguityguity We want to caflReuel a villam based on the evidence presented to us, but that evidence 

is provided only subjectively and in fragments. Ifwe trust Anita and Margot, onethmg is certain: 

Reuel after thirtyyears (and ke Brent a f k  his religious "conversion"), has changed little. Only 

by the story's end does the imny with which Munro chooses the expression "took children to 
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school" (244) shed light on Reuel. He takes Teresa, Margot andpossibly Lana Slote forrides in 

Hie: he "drives" Teresa into premature aging and madness and Margot &O Meria. Though Lana's 

fate remaias nameless, it, too, will probabS, be filied with dread. 

Ifwe coacede that the focaiized accounts of the younger Reuel are accurate, he cm be 

aligned with Brent Duprey and Victor Sawiclq as devious, secretive, and seductive. Reuel's 

inappropriate ''taii-o could be f m d - o  " Song seems an attempt at seductioa, and its theme proves 

devastatingly mie for those whose "tails" he traps. Anita's multiple fmtasies and dreams about 

Reuel foreshadow the betrayal she will feel when she discovers that he and Margot have been 

involved i M o  use Anita's mother's puritanical words-"jaunts and misbehaving" (26 1). In the 

hospitai,just before Anita is told about ReuelandMargot's outings, she imagines himshowing her 

"a sombre tendemess, a muted passion. He loved her but relinquished her, caressing her hair" 

(26 1). Munro's timing invokes as m c h  irony as her word selection, and 'huted passion" and 

'Yelinquished" are precisely how Anita feels when she awakens fiomher dreamto findout about 

Margot and ReueCher dreams and reality are warped versions of each other. Romance is 

~ o s s i b l e  for Anita in Waliey, and though She bmediately dismedits what she hem about Margot 

andReuei, it soon fouows that she wants "to go and he somewhere else.. . . and now Anita was 

the one who wouid become a nurse, not Margot Shemdeup her mind that day. But she felt that 

it was second best. She would rather have been chosen" (263). But would she? 

Thesilence between thetwo girls over how they féelabout Reueiis unnatural, aven that 

they are best fnends. Nothing that young Anita and Margot Say suggests that they actively 

competed for Reuei's attention; only M a ' s  departure and the "momentarypleasure" she takes 
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in Iater realiring that "a womm like Margot can stili be fooled" (27 1) i q l y  it. M e n  Anita lems 

that Margot's life was overturned by Reuel's affairwith W o w  Margot feilvicrimto a "keaithy 

battering" (27 1) ofthe mind and hem (just as Teresa did and Lana wii.l)-she exhibits a growing 

pleasure. She enjoys hearing of Margot's marital coiiapse and admits feeling "a completely 

cornfortable treachery" (27 1 ). Teresa, she learns, has "-y spells" and is "pretty mixed up" 

(272-3); Lana, whomMargot 's chikiren thought "a joke" (263, has proven to be part ofan act 

that resulted in destruction andnot Iaughter, and Margot, despite her calmsurfàces, is left to piece 

together sorne semblance of a life based on illusions ofhappiness and denials ofhaving doue to 

Teresa what was in turn doue to ber. Though Anita spends thirty years distanced fiom Margot and 

Waley for what she deems to be a combination ofher own failures and Margot's betrayal, she 

thinks she discovers that second best sometimes tums out better than h t .  But h i t a ' s  smug 

satisfaction with Margot's ruinedmarriage, coupled with her confession that she can feelregret 

about her series ofmeaningless relatiooships "but no repentance. Wanmh, in fact, ftomthe tidy 

buiidup. An a c d t i n g  satisfiiction" (272)' lies that she has some gho sts to coaf?ont. Bot h 

Anita and Margot have been damaged by events fiomthe past. The two rniddle-aged women 

depart FriendofMy Youth 'Yfairlyhappy," but that they "are not readyto stop taiking" (273) cm 

man two things: they may become fkiends again, but more likely, the worst is yet to corne. Anita 

and Margot may never rediscover the fiiends oftheiryouth, and they insteadmay become more 

diaanced by dreadful memones of betrayals and batterings. 

'Rctures oftheke," "Oranges and Apples," and "Wiptime" are the oniy Southem Ontario 

aories in Fnend ofMy Youth that seemto end positively, but the flashes oflove, fkïendship, and 
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reconciliation only intensiw the repression, dread, silence, and paranoia that dominate Munro 's 

eerie evewdayreaiity. Men in these stories have a more ambiguous effect on the lives ofwomen 

than in other stories, and the stories themselves are rïddled with uncertainties concerning the 

distinction between reality and imagination. Despit e their silent fnends hip, Austin and Karin suffer 

ftom destructive changes, and Munro's paranoid but still-married Murray complements her 

hystericaiand deceased Almeda. LikeJoan's Ui "Oh, What Avails"and Brenda's in '%ive Points," 

Anita's life is one of an "accurmilating satisfaction" of sexual encounters that seem to signify 

happiness but t hat could, at any moment, tum chilling. Her fnendshrp with Margot is haunted by 

the past just as the unnamed narrator in the openhg story remains haunted by a lost fiiendship with 

her mother. The h t  and last stories inFhéndofMy Youtk-and many ofthemin between-belong 

to the SouthemOntario Gothic worid where what we thinkwe see must take into account Munro's 

enjoyably ffightening double vision. 



Conclusion 

The novel that I had ali planned in my teens 1 still think about. I 
can see how it clearly relates . . . . 1 can now see some 
significance in it. It 's very dark; it 's very imitative and very 
Gothic. (Munro in Thomas Ta* interview 9-10) 

Her characters are always becoming aware of, and oflen trying to 
corne to terms with, the paradolcical nature of the world and of 
hmanitythe coexistence of the duii with the exciting, the 
grotesque with the comnplace, the prosaic with the romantic, 
the nnuidane with the mwellous-and the diff~culty, ifnot the 
impossibility, of distinguishing the real and meaningful from the 
ihsory and delusive. (Lorraine McMuUen 144) 

Munro's 1986 interview with Thomas Tausky foreshadowed what would become not 

another novelbut FbhdofMy Youth. Fromherreference to a "Gothic Mother" in 1968 to this 

1990 collectionandbeyond, Munro has brilliantlyexplored the relations between the surfaces of 

"everyday" He and its Gothicundercurrents, between '"the reality 1 see . . . [and] the reaiity you 

feei"' @funro in J.R. Struthers intewiew 7). She uses the language ofvision in ber interview with 

Tauskyto discuss how sheimaginativeiyplanned herfirstûothic noveland to idenwthe heart of 

her realist fictiowthe dif5erences she o b s e  Both Lorraine 

McMden and Helen Hoyuse the language ofvision to descnae M m o  's more recent storytelling: 

McMden, above, connnents on Munro's hcinationwith bhnring distinctions between th 

the illusory; she also observes that 'Munro's vision darkens in her iater works. Her bizarre 

characters become less eccenaic than grotesque, not loveable reminders ofour own weaknesses 
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but pathetic victirns ofour brutality" (152). Hoy notices the sarne trend in her review ofFeend of 

My Youth, c a h g  Munro 's '%sion of deso Mon. . . increasingiy prominent" (1 5). Munro 's vision 

is indeed moresolemn in FnendofMy Youth than in herprevious work, and terrns iike "darkens," 

'%ictims," and "desolation" are appropriate for descnig it. Although Munro is by no means the 

onlywciter to address the ironies and violence of our century, her strength lies in e x p l o ~ g  the eerie 

sides o f h ~ ~ c u l a r i y  fmii'y-relationshrps: spouses who victimize each other, srnaii toms  

alienating those who fail to comply, houses that fàil be homes, parents who cannot numire, and 

niends who cannot be trusted. AU represent the darker dimension of our eveqday twentieth- 

century reality, and Munro explores it in Fnend ofMy Youth with an intensity unlike that found 

in her prior fiction. 

Munro reproduces twentieth-centuryplaces, events, andrelationships so acnirately that 

to caii her work anything but realismmay seemrisky, but the Gothic nevertheles remains integral 

to Friend ofMy Youth. It gives Munro the m a  effective tool to dissolve what we thin kwe know 

mto &ces and depths-into the often scqdiEerences betweenrealityas it is seenand fèlt. At 

the same the, t ailows her to prompt us to doubt that we know anything at ai l  by making us 

question ho w we try to distinguish the real ffomthe iuusory. M m o  obscures differences between 

the two by pairing them, and in so doing she ensures that we expience the same distorthg and 

disorienthg effects as her characters do. We continuaily questionwhetherthings happenthe way 

characters perceive them as happening. 

Gothic art is affective art, and so is Friend ofMy Youth. It is never difficuit to empathize 

withMunro7s characters, because, like her Gothic predecessors, Mumo withholds the information 
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necessary for the reader to corne to terms with reality as it exists outside of the protagonist's 

mind. Munro invites us to experience anuiety; we seek information that will clear up 

uncertainties and ambiguities but. like her protagonists, we never receive it. Throughout the 

collection. neither we nor Munro's characters cm discem what is certain: Murray's paranoia 

stems from feus of being betrayed and abandoned, and his kars rnay be entirely irntional. 

Or they may not. He never finds truth, and nor do we. Almeda hallucinates about a crow. 

Or does she? The unnamed narntor in the title story rnay or rnay not still be dreaming about 

her dead, dying, and somehow undead mother. Austin rnay or rnay not have committed 

suicide. Anita and Margot rnay or may not renew their fkiendship. Munro draws attention 

to reality borh as it is seen and felt. and the term -'realist" is usehl Cor describing how Munro 

captures places and events. But it is insufticient by itself ro describe the feel of her stories. 

Reality includes things that we cannot know and that are difficult-if not impossible-to 

accuntely narne or locate. To return to Eugenia DeLamotte. "Because not knowing is the 

primaty source of Gothic terror. the essential activity of the Gothic protagonist is 

interpretation" (24). Our study of Munro's realism in Friend of ikfy Yozlth quickly becomes 

an exercise in interpretation. and our "not knowing" what is real c m  be as fightening as 

watching the iives of her characters. 

As this m d y  has dernonstrated. termïnology used to describe Gothic fiction for the 

last two-hundred years can be used over and over. to peek under the surfaces of what Munro 

says in order to get at what she doesn't And what Alice Munro doesn 't say is equally eerie. 

Unnanird silence. pleasurable fez,  nameless dread, Nt, humiliation. repression. hystena 

paranoia. and de& Lie at the centre of Southem Ontaric in Frfend of ~kly Youth. and that 
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these terms and phrases are so integral to Munro's twentieth-cenw realist wtiting makes us 

question how Gothic our real world rnight be. Freud's two key notions ofthe uncannythat it 

occurs when the line betweenrealityand imagination becomes obscured and that it is manifested 

in houses that become unhomelike (unheimlich)-provide a direct ünk between Friend of My 

Youth and the Gothic, because 'iincamy" bea describes how Munro represents "everyday" life 

in Southem Ontario. Indeed, her accuracy in capturing the surfaces of everyday life gives her 

writing its realist label, but her demonstration that those lives are rooted in uncmny terror and 

confusion draws her closer to the Gothic. Sheremhds us to look at the elements ofeveryday Me 

that are forgottenmamidst dailyroutines but that canrapidly slnface with disquiethg consequences. 

We are invited to peek deeper into ourselves to see whether we share any ofher characters' 

frightening expenences. 

The remaining three ofthe ten stones in Friend ofMy Youth, "Hold Me Fast, Don't Let 

Me Pass," ccGoodness and Mercy," and "Merently," retain some ofthe disturbing elements of 

those stories eqlored in this study, and yet they rernain strikingly different. The key difErence is 

unquestionablytheir depârture fromsouthern OnMo cTIold Me Fast, Don't Let Me Pass" is set 

in Scotland, c'Goodness and Mercy" aboard a ship crossing the Ahtic ,  and "Differently" in 

Victoria, andwithout Southem Ont&o as the focal point, these stories t&ll beyond the scope ofthis 

study. Eachprotagonist experiences arvciety, feu, and isolation, but she is never confiontedwith 

a d - t o m  conscious~less and as obsession with order and propriety. Conflicts between old and 

new M to have the same devastating mffuence ona protagonist's lifè, and thoughMunro continues 

to focus on fiactured reiationships and psychic fkagmentation, characters here do no t suffier the 
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same dread and despair as their SoutheniOntario counterparts. Fear exists but does not lead to 

paranoia or hysteria; men are not characterized as ambiguous villains but as obvious scoundrels or 

supplementaxy characters; and there are no hints at Uicest ormasochism T'here are no toms that 

seem k e  asylums and no houses that fail to be homes. Repressed emotions become mostly 

resolved, and each of the femaie protagonists has freedom from the undesirable c h a h  of 

domesticity and patiarchal oppression that kikd Almeda Joynt Roth and drove Brenda into 

infide iity. Even the endingsthough retammg Mumo's tradeniark ambiguities-do not conclude with 

the same disturbing uncertainties as those discussedin this study. And there are no homed cows. 

FritmiofMy Youth is the first ofMurno's coilections to concentrate on such issues as 

mniage, infideiity, divorce, lost fkiendships, broken M e s ,  grave ibesses, and death. Even 

stones like "Oh, What Avails" and "Wigtime" focus on youth only long enough to estabiish its 

omhous consequences in adulthood. In each of the Southern Ontario nones, desires are 

overshadowed and prevented by painful realities. Munro has corne a long way f i o d i w s  of Girls 

and Women in her treatment of everyday He. In the years ahead, Munro may continue to use 

Gothic conventions to enhance her Southern0ntanano fiction., because they provide an effective and 

emertasiing means of exploring dualities. Themst disturbing aspect ofMunro 's Southem ûntxio 

Gothic fiction is not that her characters have h e s  they iead and h e s  they feel, but that they need 

two iives to Survive. 
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